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Coursey will
be candidate
in clerk's race
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By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer

JIM MAHANES4.•09•.I T.mos coloto

SUMMER SESSION: Students at Calloway County Middle School listen to their teacher Sheri Rust as they wait for the bell to and the first
day of summer school.

Citizens' suit goes back to court
By AMY WILSON
Staff Writer
MAYFIELD — The question
of whether Jim Woodrum should
be dropped from the defendants
in a lawsuit filed by the Calloway
County Association of Concerned
Citizens was not settled Monday
in Graves County Circuit Court.
"I'm not going to let him out
until the discovery of evidence is
complete," said Judge John
Daughaday. "I am not going to
let this case dilly-dally around. I
am not denying the motion for
summary judgment. I am just not
acting on it."

dr

The hearing lasted less than an
hour and all three attorneys were
present — Mark Medlin of Paducah representing the citizen's
group, Sandra Downs of Georgetown representing Woodrum and
Paul Hayes of Murray representing the Calloway County Fiscal
Court.
According to the agreement
signed June 23, 1994 by the fiscal court and Architecture Plus,
Inc., Woodrum has contracted
with Calloway County for his
company to serve as the program
manager, construction manager
and architect for the jail project.

Woodrum is president of
Architecture Plus, Inc., located in
Georgetown.
The citizen's group, represented by Walter Steely, filed the
lawsuit in late March against the
fiscal court and Woodrum. Klint
Kelley, who is serving as financial officer for the jail project,
was dropped from the case in
May.
At issue Monday were the allegations involving Woodrum.
After hearing comments from
Downs, Daughaday agreed to dismiss Woodrum from the case as

an individual, but not as president
of Architecture Plus, Inc.
"My client was served as an
individual, not as a representative
of the corporation," Downs said.
"My client's company is registered with the state."
Several of the allegations have
focused ori,,Woodrum's involvement in the project and whether
he provided a professional service that is exempted from the
bidding process.
"My client has never held him •See Page 2

County Clerk Ray C'oursey
received the nomination from the
Calloway County Democratic
Executive Committee Monday
night and will represent the party
in the November general efecoon
Coursey was appointed to
serve as county clerk in • April
after the resignation of Teresa
Rushing. He has been in the
clerk's office for 10 years.
"We had a special meeting
Monday to select our candidate,said Dan Miller, chairman of the
Calloway Democratic Party. "We
had three nominations — Amos
McCarty, Freddie Allgood and
Ray Coursey. Each one had an
opportunity to speak to the
committee."
Following a vote by the committee members, Coursey was
selected as the nominee and will
appear on the November ballot.
"I feel like he is knowledgeable and will be a good candidate," Miller said. "It's a big job
I think it would be easier for him
to run it because he knows the
office. He is an honest and reliable person."
In a Ledger interview Tuesday
morning, Coursey said he is very
pleased to have gotten the
nomination.
"I haven't had any problems
fulfilling my duties and unless
they move the clerk's office on
the roof, I will be able to do my
job," Coursey said. "I am pleased
with what I have been able to
accomplish in a month and a half.
This office is well run and that is
all I want."

RAY COURSEY
Course) said he met with rep
resentatives from the state suds
tot's office May3 and recciyed
some recommendations for run
ning the office
"They wouldn't discuss the
audit prior to April 1 7." Coursey
said "But while they were doing.
the close-out audit, they looked at
my first month and they said they
were pleased with what I had
done. They ga.c me some recommendatsons for maintaining internal control and making things
easier for them, which I have
followed
"Morale is good right now," he
said "No one wants to work in
place that is not run correctly
Ron Ball, chairman of the
county's Republican Party, said
the Republican Eitecuti•e (on
11 See Page 2

Senate moves
toward vote on
anti-terrorism

Teen recovering
from fire that
killed friends

By MARCY GORDON
As the Senate resumed work
Associated -Press Writer
on the anti-terrorism
WASHINGTON (AP) — Proprecess,
a'llreeklong
av
measurlt it votelled by the Oklahoma City
ed, 90-0. to approve a Democrabombing, the Senate is moving
tic amendment requiring that tiny
toward a final vote on antitraceable materials, called tagterrorism legislation now that
gaits, be placed in chemicals that
President Clinton and Majority
can be used to make bombs. The
Leader Bob Dole have quit blamtaggants would help law enforceing each other for delaying it.
ment track down those responsiClinton and Dole prodded lawble for bombings.
makers Monday, spurring them to
But the provision, sollsobt by
break the logjam.
Clinton and proposed by Sen.
Dole, who is seeking the GOP
Dianne Feinstein. D-Calif., was
presidential nomination, said
limited shortly before the vote to
Sunday that the bill might be
exclude smokeless or black powbogged down by 67 Democratic
der, which is used to propel bulamendments and 30 Republican
lets. The National Rifle Associaamendments. But by Monday
tion had opposed the original
evening, Democrats had cut theirs
proposal.
to 15 to 20 and Republicans were
The tagganu requirement still
down to five. said Sen. Joseph
Biden of Delaware. the Senate would apply to dynamite, TNT,
Judiciary Committee's senior plastic explosives and other
forms of explosive chemicals
Democrat.
Family members of those such as those used to make the
killed in the bombing, mean- fuel and fertilizer bomb that
while, gathered outside the Cara- killed 168 in Oklahoma City.
Feinstein said there was a need
t/A and urged the
1711141166111841111mInal•olmempareney" in
enact legislatioe'
implementation of the death sales of explosives.
"We saw it in the World Trade
penalty.

DIXON. Ky. (AP) — His legs Just to watch
are still stiff from the skin grafts.
"The only thing that huru is
but Roger Burton managed to
my head." he says
climb four steps onto a stage at
'flumeIly, the head pain he
Webster County High School and
talks about is not Just because his
walk unassisted to accept his high
scalp was burned Because it was
school diploma.
one of the areas on his body the
"I felt real good," he said.
least burned, skin has been
"They all stood up and cheered
repeatedly taken from there to
That made me feel good, knowuse for grafts on his back, arms
ing I accomplished something." and legs.
Burton was horribly burned but
The grafted skin doesn't have
survived an explosion and fire
any sweat glands, so dunng the
that killed four of his teen-age
graduation ceremony last week
friends two years ago. They were . he had a small hand-held fan to
sitting atop an abandoned and
keep cool.
supposedly empty oil tank when
Roger has hopes now, He
one youth threw away a cigarette,
wants to drive a car again, to play
triggering the blast.
the guitar. His hands, however.
Burton, now IS, spent 368 con- are scarred and he can only use
secutive days in the hospital.
one of them,
"He nearly died 12 times."
Later this month, it's hack to
said his father, Donnie Burson.
"He's had coronary arrest, sei- the Vanderbilt Burn Center an
zures, kidney failure. Re's work- Nashville, Tenn for more skin
ed himself back from all that." grafts.
"Hopefully, they'll get my
Skin grafts have been taken
time and again from the same head the neat time." Roger said.
Dr. R. Bruce Shack. a Vanderfive percent of his body not
burned in the blaze. He's spent bilt plastic surgeon. is one of
weeks lying is one position, with- Roger's doctors.
"The current focus is so gel
in for the grafts lo heal, and
warted through physical therapy
eatuciass that aaa uncoraturtabb •See Pap 2
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President Bill Clinton and Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole are encouraging the Senate to bust the logjam on the anti-terrorism bill
Center (bornbingl, and we saw ii
again in Oklahoma City," she
said.
The Senate also adopted, by
voice vote. a Feinstein amendment so ban any teaching, demonstration or distribution of bombmaking information if the person
doing it knows it would be used
for a criminal purpose.
The votes came after Dole
questioned Clinton's leadership
on the anti-terronsm legislation

and

threatened to withdraw the

measure..

Dole's and Clinton's statements followed days of partisan
sniping in which each side
blamed the other for delaying the
legislation.
"I haven't seen any evidence
of any Wive engagement by the
While House." Dole said on the
Senate floor. "What we need
Soo Paw 2
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Teen pleads guilty
to first-degree rape
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Resources atter &ailing guilty to
tint degree rape c1 a 2 year old
girt
Paducah pulke said the boy
and the girls older brother had
been playing in the ba.k yard of
the family •1 home when the insi
dent ossurred Friday afternoon
Author
said the older
brother had kit to go to the store
s.hcn the 14 year old. a neighbor,
assaulted the gal Police said the
youth admitted abusing the girl
with his finger.
A medical etaminauon sortfirmed the youth's account of the
polut said The Paduelk Sun reported the case today
The girt was taken to Aestern
Baptist Hospital by her grandas
mother and the 14-year -old
taken into sustosly a short time
Liter
Distri.:t Judge Jeff Hines said
the l4-year-old v.111 remain in the
.ustody of Human Kesourscs
offisials for plasement an a UC.Il•
Man
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NI Suit...
FROAI PAGE 1
self ow as an architect," Downs
sad "He is a conseltant My
client had no duty to see that the
Open Meetings Act was upheld
There tus no been wrongdoing by
my ,lient He has never signed
his name as an architect There is
no doubt that he was hired as a
construction manager Medlin showed the judge a
copy ol the lint formal agreement between Woodrum and the
fiscal court.
"On the signatory page. it
appears that the architect is
James Woodrum and it indicates
that he bound himself with that
signature." Medlin said. The
issue is whether Architecture
Plus., Inc. is reserving a significant portion of the project for
itself Medlin said that if Architecture
Plus. Inc has reserved a phase of
construction for itself, it would
be serving as a contractor and
would no longer be eligible for
exemption as a professional
service.
However, he agreed that if the
company has an architect on
staff, the company would be eligible for the exemption. •
"We believe that Architecture
Plus. Inc. has reserved the control
panel portion of the project for
itself," Medlin said.
Furthermore, Medlin told the
judge that he has been unable to
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"I'd like to have more time
because Fnday afternoon was the
first tame I saw the motion for
summary judgment." Medlin said
Daughaday said he will make
sure that Medlin receives all the
information that he is entitled to
Medlin also informed the judge
of his intention to amend the
original complaint to include
members of the association who
wish to join the lawsuit. Originally, the complaint had been geared
as a lawsuit on behalf of all citizens in the county,
In addition, Medlin said he is
also seeking to incorporate venous fiscal court committees in Eh:

.umplaint eking with the fiscal
As of Teesday morning. DO
new documents have been filed
in Calloway County Circuit Court
regarding the case since June 2.
In a Ledger interview following the hearing. Downs and
Woodrum refuux1 the allegations
made by Medlin
"The control panel portion of
the project was bid," Downs said.
-My client did not bid on it."
Woodrum said that the only
thing be is doing is managing the
project.
"We are not bidding on any
packages," Woodrum said.
Downs said she and Woodrum
had an informal meeting before
the Kentucky Board of Architects
recently in which the board members had voiced some concerns.

-11 was made clear that Mr
.
, L.Woodrum is not an archaic
she said "He is president of
An.hitecture Plus, Inc and on a
project structure. hc geu into
managing and consulting He has
never held himself out to be anything other than what he is We
plan to continue to address these
concerns Medlin did not return calls
from the Ledger Monday afternoon or Tuesday morning
The fiscal court will meet at 3
Wednesday in the Weeks
Center Auditorium and will go
into executive session to discuss

pm

According to the agenda, the
court will also take action regard „mg the litigation.

Archer vows to replace system
WASHINGTON (AP) —
House Ways and Means Committee Chairman Bill Archer, opening hearings on abolishing the
income tax, vowed today "to do
no less than pull the current
income tax code out by its roots
and throw it away so it can never
grow back.”
"The present code is too broken to be fixed. It must be
replaced," he said.
Archer, in a week of hearings,
is laying the groundwork for the
most radical change in the
nation's tax system since the

h Air‘1111

Hours: Sun. 5:30-2; Mon. Closed; Tues.-Thurs. 5:30-7:
Fri. 5:30-9; Sat. 5:30-8

obtain various docemenu 'skied
lag fiscal ‘ourt minutes and the
bad package

income tax was established in
1913. Archer favors replacing the
federal income tax with a broadbased consumption tax, either a
national retail sales tax or a
value-added tax, which is similar
to a sales tax but is levied at all
levels of production.
Others, such as House Majority
Leader Dick Armey, R-Texas,
and GOP presidential contender
Sen. Arlen Specter, R-Pa., favor a
flat-rate income tax that would
assess all income above a certain
level at a single rate, eliminating
all or most deductions and
credits.

Today's hearing was intended
to make the case for abolishing
the current code while future sessions were to examine various
reform proposals.
William G. Bakin, senior tax
counsel for Mobil Corp.,
appeared at the witness table with
huge stack of paper. He said the
paperwork was just a fraction of
the documents his company must
prepare in order to pay its taxes.
"The tax return for 1993 that
you sec before you ... consists of
nine volumes, totaling 6,300
pages, and weighing 76 pounds,"
he said. "The total work papers
for the 1993 return consist of
about 146,000 documents."
He said the company devotes
"57 man years" at a cost of $10
million just to prepare its tax
return.
Democrats are split over the
tax reform issue, which is developing into a crucial one for the
1996 presidential race. The senior
Democrat on Archer's panel,
Rep. Sam Gibbons of Florida,
favors a value-added tax. House
Minority Leader Dick Gephardt,
D-Mo., favors a version of

reform with some similarities to
Armey's approach, except
Gephardt would continue to tax
unearned income such as interest
and capital gains, while Armey
would not.
However, Rep. Charles Rangel,
D-N.Y., likened the reform proposals to "the final nail in the coffin" of Republican plans to dramatically reduce the size of federal government and shift
responsibility for social services
to state and local governments.
He said that the various reforrn
plans remove income as the basis
for deciding an individual's tax
burden and simply level a broadbased tax, leaving rich and poor
alike to do the best they can.
In an interview published in
today's editions of The Washington Post, Archer said Armey's
flat tax would be an improvement
over the current system but said
he preferred his own because it
would eliminate the need to file
income tax returns. Archer said
he would levy some form of
broad consumption tax, at about
16 percent, exempting medical
spending and some housing
expenses.

•Senate...
FROM PAGE 1
from the president is not words,
but leadership."
At about the same time, Clinton at the White House exhorted
both Democrats and Republicans
to "curb politics" and stop trying to amend the legislation.
Republican senators have pushed
for a crackdown on death row
appeals and Democrats have
sought expanded authority for
electronic surveillance by law
enforcement.
"I was quite disturbed with the
people in the House saying maybe we ought to go slow on this,"
Clinton said Monday night during
a CNN interview with Larry
King. "We can't go slow on it."
Vice President Al Gore added,
"The terrorists aren't going
slow."
Behind the scenes, both Democratic and Republican senators
were scaling back the number of
amendments they would offer, a
move that could speed action on
the bill.
The legislation, written by
Dole and Judiciary Committee
Chairman Orrin Hatch, R-Utah,
encompasses many of the propos-

als Clinton put in the $1.5 billion
anti-terrorism package he submitted to Congress a week after the
April 19 bombing.
However, it does not give law
enforcement as much authority
for electronic surveillance as the
Clinton plan.
Republicans and civil libertarians alike have criticized Clinton's proposals, saying they

MI Teen...

Coursey...

FROM PAGE 1

FROM PAGE 1

him healed, to remove the risk of
infection," Shack said. "There is
no easy way to get there."
Most patients with burns so
extensive die from infections,
Shack said.
He will harvest "postage
stamp-sized" pieces of skin from
elsewhere on Roger's body to fix
the scalp.
Donnie and Marilou Burton are
proud of their oldest son.
"It was indescribable," Marilou Burton said, of watching him
graduate.
"We can finally see the nightmare coming to an end," Donnie

mittee will meet Monday at 7
p.m. in the Calloway County
Public Library.
"If we don't have a good
viable candidate, we won't run
one," Ball said. "We have until
August to pick a candidate, but
that is one of the things we will
discuss Monday."
Miller said he hopes there will
be a good tuitiout in the fall.
"We will have a good showing,
but what will help is the referendum involving the financing of
the jail," Miller said. "1 also hope
the turnout will increase simply
because people are exercising
their right to vote."

Burton added.

We are pleased to announce that Chris
Zabel, bride-elect of
John Mark McDougal,
has made her domestic
and household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Chris and John
Mark will be married
June 10, 1995.

could erode constitutional
protections.
The Senate bill would authorize the hiring of 1,000 new federal law enforcement personnel,
increase federal penalties for terrorist crimes as well as conspiracies involving explosives, establish streamlined procedures for
deporting alleged terrorist aliens.

We are pleased to
announce that Stacy
Atteberry, bride-elect
of Brad Younkin,
has made her domestic and household
selections through our
bridal registry.
Stacy and Brad
will be married July 1,
1995.
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Paul Patton is gray and Larry
Forty is beige. An oversimplificaum, perhaps, but that is the im
presuon I got of the gubernatorial
candidates, when they addressed the
10th anniversary dinner of the
alumni of Leadership Kentucky on
Saturday night. Speaking from the
dais on stage at Louisville's Kentucky Center for the Arts, neither
candidate offered a very inspired
performance. In fact. if this show is
going on the road, both of the main
players need to get their acts
together.,1
With gfay hair, gray suit, and
hollow prose, Paul Pauon came
across like the Tin Man from Wizard of Oz. His carefully constructed speech was presented with.
out passion or apparent convicUon.
His repeated refrain — "I worked
hard. I made a difference. I became
a leader. — was delivered on cue,
but without the ring of authenticity
that persuades dubious voters.
Forgy appears as if he squeezes in
regular sessions in a tanning bed
between campaign appearances;
hardly an image to inspire confidence in my book. Of the two
candidates, he is the bcuer speaker,
but the content of his message
seems based on one concepi That
24 years of democratic leadership is
enough, and that fact alone means

WASHINGTON (AP) — Bob Dole's presidential aspirations will
rise or fall on his accomplishments as Senate majority leader, the
conventional wisdom goes. But leadership can take many forms,
and Dole is just beginning to tap the possibilities.
With his assault on Hollywood values, the consummate nuts-andbolts legislator is turning to the bully pulpit and larger themes. At
the same time, he's deflecting attention from the sticky uncertainties of the Senate.
The balanced budget amendment to the Constitution died for lack
of one vote, sweeping House-passed legal reforms were substantially weakened, Republicans are feuding over tax etas and Dr. Henry
Foster may be confirmed as surgeon general despite adamant
opposition by Dole and social conservatives.
Attacking gangsta rap and violent movies is a whole lot simpler,
and gets immediate political results.
"People are very happy he's done this. The expectation is that
he will continue to deal with these things," says Gary Bauer, president of the Family Research Council and a onetime domestic policy
adviser to President Reagan.
Smart politicians realize at some point, sometimes out of strategic necessity, that there's more to being presidential than getting
bills passed.
When his cherished health reform plan was on the ropes last fall,
President Clinton began talking about "community values," the
importance of character and the ills of society. He hasn't stopped
since.
Last week in Montana, motivated in pan by the Oklahoma City
bombing, he implored people to disagree in civilized ways. In May,
he hosted a conference on character-building and the importance of
the family. This month, Clinton has invited community leaders to
1
search for common ground on social problems.
Dole, R-Kan., the front-runner for his party's presidential nomination, is not exactly a natural fa for the bully pulpit. As Bauer put
it, "Great rhetoric has not been one of his strengths."
For years, Dole has been immersed in arcane legislative details,
driven by the imperative to build coalitions and forge compromises.
He is fluent in areas most Americans are not: unfunded mandates,
line-item vetoes, cloture and the 10th Amendment.
In the 1988 primary season, Dole mostly baited George Bush
about the Iran-Contra affair and growing up rich. He said he understood people who "made it the hard way." He spent a lot of time
defending his record on tax increases — the issue that ultimately
did him in.
"Clearly, in the past, a better job could have been done with
fleshing out the senator's whole range of concerns. We're not
going to make that mistake again," said a Dole associate, speaking
on condition of anonymity.
Dole's values-and-violence speech underscores his recognition
that candidates for president need to be more than legislative facilitators. Bush called it "the vision thing." Dole strategists prefer
"the leadership thing."
"We haven't seen enough of this side of him. But the campaign
gives him an opportunity to step out of his Senate role, to talk in
broader terms to the whole country," said Frank Donatelli, a campaign adviser. "When you're legislating, you talk about government programs and process. When you're running for president,
A friend caught me studying the
you have to talk about values and general themes."
baseball
standings and he laughed.
Former Vice President Dan Quayle kicked off the Hollywood
You aren't getting your hopes up
values debate and a major controversy in 1992 with a critique of
over the Flubs, are you?" he said.
"Murphy Brown," a popular network television show.
I ignored his use of the word
Dole chose safer, far more shocking targets, among them song
"Flubs."
It is what passes for wit
lyrics that are abusive, violent and obscene. The political appeal of
among Sox fans and those who are
Hollywood-bashing was guaranteed; only 25 percent of the respontoo sophisticated to believe that
dents in an April poll by Public Opinion Strategies, Dole's pollmiracles can happen.
sters, said they felt Hollywood TV and movie producers repreYea, I admitted that my hopes are
sented their values well.
quite high. They are getting good
And what of the influential social conservatives who have been
pitching. The experts say pitching
skeptical of Dole's commitment to their issues? "The speech and
is
90 percent of the game. Hitting is
the delivery of it did not seem contrived. It seemed very heartfelt,"
10 percent, fielding is 10 percent,
Bauer said.
managing is 10 percent, favorable
There's no question Dole's ability to deliver on GOP goals in the
weather is 10 percent avoiding
Senate will bear on his future. But it can only help him to demonsinjuries is 10 percent, a satisfying
„trate he is more than a creature of Capitol Hill.
sex life is 10 percent, and eating
"The most severe problems facing the country nght now arc not
properly and avoiding substance
ones that lend themselves to easy legislative solutions,” Bautr
abuse is 10 percent.
says. "Using the bully pulpit may be the most important role the
"That comes to 160 parent."
next president has."
Right, which shows how much
there is to think about if you are a
EDITOR'S NOTE — Jill Lawrence covers Congress for The
Cubs fan.
Associated Press.
"But you don't really believe they
are going to keep winning and be
contenders?"
What I believe doesn't matter.
counts is what some gullible
What
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express thcv
rich people believe.
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
"What gullible rich people?"
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
I don't know who they are. But
guidelines: all letters must be sagned by the writer. with the writer's
I'm sure they are out there. And I
address and selepbooe namber included in case veriteation is neceshope that they we watching the
sary (telephone umbers will not be published). Letters flatif not to
baseball staadinp.s
BM am 500 wads. Wien should be typewritten and doable-spaced
"Why?"
If peed*. We reserve the risk to ccodense or reject ray Wet and Ur
It is simple. If the Cubs keep
limit frequent writers
winning, the fans will come to the
Letters should be addressed to: Lena to the Editor, &Wray Ledger
ballpark and attendance will grow.
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.
And the TV ratings for the game

Constance Alexander
Ledger & Times columnist
that it is time for a change.
Forgy admires the kadership
style of Bear Bryant, and recounted
the exploits of the one-time lJnivcrs.uty of Kentucky football coach with
special emphasis on the fact that
Bryant achieved a turnaround of the
team's dismal record through brilliant coaching along "Bryant re energized the program and the players by making them believe in
themselves. They learned that losing is not inevitable and winning is
not impossible." Forgy's promise to
Kentuckians is that he will do the
same as the coach, and that SOMC how — if we fed good enough
about ourselves — the commonwealth will enjoy a reversal of
fortune.
Paul Patton likened himself to
General George Patton, especially
in terms of sheer grit. "I got where I
am by hard work," Paul Patton
derlared. He went on to eXplain that

wither he not General Patton
%Lined at the lop They both were
willing to do -grunt work' in the
good okI cl.sy s
So we fuse a football coach or a
general, both from bygone eras. as
the preferred kadership style that
will most. Kentusky into the nett
century Arc thew really the most
inspiring role models they could
find''
Paul Patton and lam Folly were
chosen from
la.klusta field of
gubernatorial candidates by 24 percent of cligibk Democratic voters
and Ili percent of registered Republicans. Now we are kft with two
major candidates who seem quite
comfortable w ith the sume old pLuu
tildes, but with no appaent plan
about how to spark c flange in some
key areas. Further. if low voter
turnout continues, there will be, not
enough of a criucal mass of support
for the winner to gise thrust to any
programs he proposes.

- Leadership can make a dilict
coke.- larry !orgy tics lased on
Saturday night. but taw- had to
wonder where that Ic-adership 1,
going to come Irom the grout) that
night •
'listened
to Satantas
speeches was mostly, alunuu ol
Leadership Kentucks J statewide
lc.ek'rstiip dcselopment group (hal
has graduated soo people in Ow 14,1
ten years The crowd was iiscr
whelmingly white arid predoili,n
antis male. the same old group that
has been calling the shots from Ow
start, with dubious results
If change is a key to the lunar
arid there tsn t a ‘3ndillic wth,
doesn't rrvort it) that Ii, h.•
once in cser polutialspecs h
then it seems that we need to see
sonic new faces in local, c ouilic Ansi
stale politics
'The challenge foi
people like me. who feel disc our
aged about the la.k of vision and
leadership is to figure out how to do
more than ksekh about it
1 guess the first step is to find out
as much as posNible about both
candidates, a real challenge tr. ticn
there is so little substanuse new,
coverage of these elections in any of
the media. There must be some wjs
to find out whether if these men arc
as bland and uninspired as the
teeM:.

'VIOLENCE IN ENTERTAINMENT— NOW,THERE'S A GREAT ISSUE!'
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sell'em now

ROYKO SAYS

will go up.
-Then you we concerned only
with how much money they make
No. I am hopeful that some
gullible rich people will be 1171presscd and will buy the franchise
"What? You want the Tribune
Co. to sell the Cubs?"
Why should that surprise you? It
is the fondest hope of most of the
people who work for this newsPaper.
"Ah,because being owned by the
same company prevents you from
writing what you want about the
Cubs"
No, that is a false belief held by
feebleminded fans who phone
sports talk shows. The truth is we
are free to vm te whatever we choose
about the Cubs But they we usually
too boring to bother with
"They why do you want them
sold?"

Because they are a burden. Sort
of like a ne'er-do-well relative who
does goofy things, causing emharrasaman to the rest of the family
When they play poorly. as they

have most of the time, we are
blamed simply because we are part
of the same corporation.
That makes no sense. When I
write a dumb column, the fans don't
yell to Sammy Sosa: "Hey. Sam.
how come Royko is so stupid?"
Sosa would probably look at his
teammates and say: "Which one is
kokoko'''
When Greg Madduz chose 10
work for the Atlanta Braves, fans
actually came up to me and said
"Why we you people so cheap'
Why didnt you give the hest pitcher
in the world SIO million or 540
million or whatever ii would have
taken to keep him?"
Because I don't have 530 million
If every columnist. reporter. writer
and photographer at this papa
pooled our net worth, we still
wouldn't have 510 million If any of
us had $Y) million, we would have
king ago abandoned out faithful
wives and taken to a life of frivolity.
But when the Cubs win, as the
law of .averages requires, those
same ingrate fans don't smile and

-Congratulations on that
say
game winning home run hit by
Sammy. your corporate colleague
You must have told him to lay off
the slider and wait for a fasthall on
the inside cornet'
Of course not 1>uring the Cubs'
infrequent lapses into success, all
we heat is -Do me a favor, get me
four tickets for Sunday, on the
third-base line, about halfway up
And,hey. don't worry,I'm willing to
pay for them We arc not ticket agents 1 ckin't
even know the name of the person in
charge of the box office, and I
wouldn't recognin the general
manager if he fell through the roof
This might be surprising, but we
don't get together for a cookout after
work and say'
"Hey. glad to see the way the
bullpen came through today The
Lad was really chucking it in there"
"Thanks We come to play And
I liked the way you came through in
the fourth paragraph of your column
with a hard-hitting analogy "
"Thanks, we come to type So there has to be some rich
sportsman out there who dreams of
swaggering into the locker morn
and having champagne poured on
his head.
lust do 1(11 this doesn't work, I
—
is it possible to put a baseball'
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Mr and Mrs Donald Wayne
Fainhili.1 Jr of RXY/i North 12th
St . Murray. are the parents of a
daughter. Kimberly Grace FairLhild, horn on Tuesday. May 23.
1Q95. at 7.55 a.m. at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed eight
pounds one ounce and measured
it4. inches The mother is the
former Christina Crafton. A
brother is Preston Fairchild.
Grandparents arc Larry and
Patmia Crafton of Paducah. Don
and Naomi Fairchild of Oklahoma CIL). Okla . and the late Lela
Sue Fairchild

All You Can Eat - s2.95-Ado, • s2.65-s

Citizen.
• 2 41-eats • 4 i.get.abs • 2 R•ces • Roll • Dessert

Daily Chinese Dish -

Stan";

$2.55

• I',vet: • Egg Roll • Rsce • Sesame Seed Wing

.,
03"

44.

Ho's Kitchen
Hwy 641 S - Ilaumry Ky • (502)753 3788(502)753 5986
7 Days A Week • 6 am 2 pm .15 pm 10 pm

Compare Our
Price & Coverage
For Auto &
Home Owners Insurance

Ross Ronnie
Insurance
Agency
Ross iS Danny Rosa
011Ic• Hours Mon -Fri 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Now Also Sat 9 ..m -12 p.m.
600 Main St.
753-0489

1995-96 Season Passes
On Sale Now
Don't Miss 1st Big
Show of the Season
Meredith Wilson's

GEEME1212
3 Big Weekends!
June 8.11. 15-18
& 22-25

Call

law

759-1752

For Ticket Information

Fiscal Court plans meeting

Hydrant flushing Wednesday
Murray Water District #3 will flush hydrants on Wedsnesday,
June 7, between the hours of 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. It is suggested that no
clothes should be washed between those hours. If there is any discoloration or air in your water lines, you may remove it by opening
your faucets and letting the water run.

Divorce Recovery Group will meet
Allison Leigh Kamber
and Greg Austin Sloan

Kamber-Sloan wedding
vows to be said July 1
Mr. and Mrs. Randell K. Kamber of Murray announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter, Allison
Leigh Kamber, to Greg Austin Sloan, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim D.
Sloan of Mayfield.
Miss Kamber is the granddaughter of Mrs. Myra Crabtree of Murray and Mrs. Mildred Hams of Franklin.
Mr. Sloan is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Rex Cooper of Murray
and Mrs. Treva Sloan of Benton.
The bode-elect, a 1994 graduate of Carmel High School in Indiana,
is now attending Murray State University.
The groom-elect, a 1992 graduate of Mayfield High School, is now
the owner of Baskin Robbins in Murray and Mayfield.
The wedding will be Saturday, July 1, 1995, at 4 p.m. at University
Church of Christ.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend.

Fair queen contestants are
wanted for July 24th event
The Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen Contest, sponsored by
Murray Woman's Club in cooperation with Murray-Calloway County
Fair Board, will be Monday. July 24, at 7 p.m. at Lovett Auditorium,
Murray State University.
To enter the contest, you must be a resident of Murray and Calloway County and be between the ages of 16 and 20 by July 1, 1995.
Contestants may get applications from Linda Scott, contest chairman,
at 1315 Olive Blvd.. Murray, phone 753-7944, or at Allison Photography at 607 South Fourth St., Murray.
The deadline for applications is July 1. Please include a recent
photograph, attach the $25 entry fee required for the Fair Board, and
mail in your completed application as soon as possible.
This will be the 36th year for the contest to select the Queen to
reign over the Murray-Calloway County Fair to follow that week at
the fairgrounds on Highway 121 North, Coldwater Road. The winner
will go to the State Fair Queen Contest in January 1996 at Louisville.
Gifts will be presented at the pageant. A pool party will be Monday,
July 17, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Harry and Sue Allison. Swim suit
judging will take place at this party which is a part of the points for
the contestants for the pageant.

Alexis M. Pierce born
Mr. and Mrs. Mickey Pierce of
Rt. 4, Box 802, Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Alexis
Michelle Pierce, born on Monday, May 22, 1995, at New
Beginnings Birthing Center, PineLake Medical Center, Mayfield.
The baby weighed six pounds
12 ounces and measured 20%.

We are pleased to
announce that Angie
Miller, bride-elect of
Greg R. Wyatt, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Angie and Greg
will be married August
5, 1995.
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Calloway County Fiscal Court will meet Wednesday. June 7, at 3
p.m. in the auditorium of the Weak: Community Center, according
to the office of Calloway County Judge/Executive J.D. Williams.

inches. The mother is the former
Judy Dumstorf. A sister is Shannon Pierce of Temple, Fla.
Grandparents are Mary Pierce
Coursey and Buford Coursey of
Draffenville, the late lames H.
Pierce of Murray, Jerry and Sherry Dumstorf of Indiana, and Shirley Dumstorf of Louisville.
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Divorce Recovery Support Group will meet Thursday, June 8,
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Westside Baptist Church, South Johnny
Robertson Road, just off Highway 94 West. For information call
753-5584.

Faxon Fire District will meet
Faxon Fire District will meet Thursday, June 8, at 7 p.m. at the
Faxon Fire Building, located at Turner Road and Highway 94 East.
All area residents are urged to attend.

Alma-Dexter meeting Thursday
Almo-Dexter Fire Protection District No. 4 will meet Thursday,
June 8, at 7 p.m. at the new fire station at Almo. All residents of the
area are urged to attend and to note the change in date.

ACOA meeting on Thursday
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional familiies
(ACOA) will meet Thursday, June 8, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calloway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
information call Carolyn at 759-1884 or Nancy at 753-7405.

Special class at CCHS
Calloway County High School will offer a Keyboarding/Computer
Class to any high school student. The class will be from 8 a.m. to
noon from June 12 to July 31. The cost will be $20 per person. For
information call the school at 753-5479 or 753-4142.

CPR-First Aid Class planned
The Calloway County Family Resource Center in cooperation
with the Red CrOSIS will sponsr a CPR-First Air Class for certification or recertification to be Saturday, June 17, from 8:30 a.m. to 4
p.m. in the gym at East Calloway Elementary School. Participants
are asked to bring their own lunch and the Resource Center will provide drinks and child care. For more information or to register call
Paula Cathey at 753-3070.

Club dinner on Friday
Murray Country Club will have a special club dinner on Friday,
June 9, honoring the founding members of the club. A social hour
will start at 6:30 p.m. with dinner to follow at 7:30 p.m. Seating will
be limited to 75. This meal is open to all members and reservations
may be made by calling 753-6113.

Coldwater 40s plan annual reunion
The Coldwater 40s will have their annual reunion on Saturday,
June 10, at 6 p.m. at Ann's Country Kitchen, Highway 121 North,
Coldwater Road. Everyone is welcome to attend.

Golden Pond reunion Saturday
The second annual Golden Pond and other area schools' reunion
will be Saturday, June 10, at the Fenton Airport Area at Land
Between the Lakes. Activities will start at 10 a.m. with a potluck
picnic to be spread at noon.

Elkins reunion on Saturday
The annual Elkins family reunion will be Saturday, June 10, from
noon to 5 p.m. in the Community Room of North Branch of Peoples
Bank. A potluck meal will be served. For more information call
Adie Phillips at 753-9117.

Paradise meeting to be June 10
A potluck dinner will be Saturday, June 10, at 1 p.m. in the Fellowship Hall of Lebanon Church of Christ, Sedalia. This will be for
all persons who ever lived or is interested in the former Paradise
Friendly Home, an orphanage formerly located near Bell City. For
more information or if planning to attend write to Joy Vowell Tynes,
378 Arant Rd., Benton, KY 42025.

We are pleased to announce that Stephanie
Carraway, bride-elect
of Brian McClarcl,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal registry.
Stephanie
and
Brian will be married
July 8, 1995.

We are pleased to an
that Dana
Washer, bride-elect of
J.R. Presnell, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Dana and J.R. will
be married July 15,
1995,

We are pleased to
announce that Tia
Herndon, bride-elect
of Korey Morton, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
7Ya and Korey will
be married June 16,
1995.
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AtOsrut rh.armacv we have a unique peracnpoon service aiding
Yiq• in the relief of nsing cool of prescriphon medications
HOW DOES IT WORK?
This plume.Y has the capabilities to dimity bill your ninth h
insurarse plan hit prrecnption 'nests anon suppliesi hi our pharmat v
The Preschool Class from Wee Care Child Development CMS( is pictured playing on the new playground equipment at the Murray City Park
between Payne and Chestnut Streets. This is a part of the new equipment purchased through the 'Pennies for the Park" donations, sponsored by Murray Woman's Club.

DOES THIS MEAN I NO LONGER HAVE TO FILL
OUT is FILE INSURANCE CLAIM FORMS?
Absolutely' Our pharmacy will amplesr all nest-wry claim
torms required by your Insurance company
HOW DO I QUALIFY?
Fair' lust stop in MU pharmacy and present ylitir health insuran.e
card and ivy will take tare ot the rest
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Tuesday, June 6
Family Support Group at West View
Nursing Horne/5 p m
Singles Organizational Society
(SOW p m /Chamber of Commerce
Info/Jeanne, 753-0224
Alpha Mu 114760 Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International/7 p m /home of Lillian
C000k
Salem Baptist Church Bible School/
630 pm
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
School/6 30 pm
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
School/7 p m
Bible School by New Concord and
New Providence Churches of ChhsV9
a.m /at New Providence.
Murray Art Guild open 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
Cancer Support Group/3
p.m./Education Unit of Murray Calloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m /Christopher's Restaurant.
Bingo/7 p m./Knights of Columbus
building.
Murray TOPS Club, Kentucky •34,
First Presbyterian Church/6 p.m.
Hardin TOPS Chapter/7 p.m./Hardin
Library.
Alcoholics Anonymous/open
meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall,
South Sixth and Maple Streets, Murray. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Hattie Lee Galloway Group of Westside Baptist Church/7 p.m./church.
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Evening Prayer/5:15 p.m.
Murray-Calloway County Shared
Care Adult Day Center open 7:30
a.m.-4 p.m. Info/753-0576.
Murray Moose Lodge events include
officers meeting/7 p.m.; regular
meeting/7 p.m.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 8:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. and
1:30-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-430 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Wednesday, June 7
South Pleasant Grove Homemakers
Club/1:30 p.m /National Boy Scout
Museum.
Northside Baptist Church Bible
School/6 p.m.
Salem Baptist Church Bible School/
630 p.m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church Bible
School/6:30 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Schoo1/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Bible School/9
a.m for 3 years to 5th grade; 1 p.m.
for 6th grade/at church; Teen Bible
College/6:30 p.m./home of Mr. and
Mrs Dwain Bell; prayer meeting/6:45
p.m.
Senior Golf Group/8:30 a m /Miller
Memorial Golf Course.
Oaks Country Club ladies golf and
bridge/9:30 a.m.
Murray Country Club Hart Memorial
Tournament/9 a m.
Calloway County Public Library
events include Parents and Twos/9:30
a.m. and Story Hour/10:30 a.m.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club/11
am /Sirloin Stockade.
Health Express of Murray-Calloway
County Hospital/Piggly Wiggly at
Murray/8-30-11.30 a.m. and 1230-3
p.m.
Weeks Center/open 9 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities, Pinochle
Club/1 p.m
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities.
Board of Calloway County Public
Library/4 30 p m
Goshen United Methodist Church
Women/7 p m

Wednesday, June 7
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church events include Cor
delis Erwin Circleit 30 pm
Murray Church of God Family Training Hour/7 pm
First Christian Church events include
Choir/7-30 pm
St. John Episcopal Church events
include Holy Eucharist/5 15 p m
supper/6 p m Bible group/7 p m
New Life Christian Center study/7
pm
St. Lao's Catholic Church events
include Crafts & Fellowship/9 a m
Teen Life/7 p m
West Fork Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church *vents
include Bible Study/7 p m
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 pm.
First Christian Church events include
Chancel Choir/7:30 p.m
Eastwood Baptist Church
service/7:30 p m.
Dexter Baptist Church Bible
Study/6:30 p m.
Sugar Creek Baptist Church
Study/7:30 p m.
Westside Baptist Church events
include Scott Norris on work in Utah
and Idaho/7 p m.
Memorial Baptist Church events
include Mission Friends, RAs, GAs,
prayer meeting/7 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir/8 p.m_
First United Methodist Church
events include Covenant Prayer and
Wacky Wednesday, Grades 1-6/both
at 10 a.m.; Bible Study and Finance
Committee/6 p.m.; Administrative
Board/Youth Center/7 p.m.
Bible classes/7 p.m./Glendale Road
Church of Chnst
University Church of Christ events
include Bible classes/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church events
include Choir/6:30 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church events include
business meeting/7 p.m.
YMCA events include Fitness classes/
for 8 years and up/8 a.m./12th Street
Branch: for 8 to 14 years/10 a.m and
3 p.m./University .Branch.
Info/759-9622 or 759-9699.
Wrather West Kentucky Museum/
open 1:30-4:30 p.m.
National Scouting Museum/open 9
a.m.-4:30 p.m. Info/762-3383.
Mery Griffin Theater/3:45 p.m./across
from Players Riverboat Casino, Metro-

I
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753-8302

Diemer and Laughlin
vows to be said July 8
Christine Diemer, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Terry Bur:keen of
Stuart, Fla., and William M. Laughlin II of Stuart. son of Shirlec
Laughlin and William Laughlin I. both of Springfield, Ill., announce
their approaching marriage.
Ms. Diemer, a graduate of Martin County High School. attend%
Flonda Atlantic University. She is employed as an office assistant by
Eventmakers, International at Stuart.
Mr. Laughlin is a graduate of Springfield Lutheran High School and
Concordia University, River Fores. III. He is employed as an eighth
grade teacher at Redeemer Lutheran School. Stuart.
The couple will be marned Saturday, July 8. 1995. at 2 p.m. at
Redeemer Lutheran Church, Stuart, Fla.
A reception will follow in the Chnsuan Fellowship Center of the
church.
All relatives and friends are invited to attend the wedding and the
reception.
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HOSPITAL REPORTS
Four newborn admissions and
dismissals at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital for Wednesday.
May 31, have been released as
follows:
Newborn admissions
Hilton baby girl, mother, Katherine,
Benton;
Anderson baby boy, parents. Regina and Michael, Murray;
Maroney baby girl, mother, Penny
Kennedy, Cadiz;
Morris baby girl, parents, Seth and
Jerry, Murray.
Dismissals
Mrs. Jo Ann Balentine, Alma, Mass
Joyce Gamble, Eddie R. Young and
Mrs. Blanche Baldwin, New Concord,
Miss Kristina Ezell and baby boy,
Princeton; Everett R. Billington, Redford Mich.; Mrs. Zel.ma Coates,

Hardin,
James H Hale, Mrs Zula Johnson
Mrs Jane P Hall Mrs Euple Bean
Mrs Lucille Atkins
Kenneth B Newsom Mrs Mabie J
Rogers and Mrs Dorothy LaFever all
of Murray
• • • •
One newborn admission, dismissals and one expiration at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Thursday. June 1, have
been released as follows:
Newborn admission
Gibson baby boy, parents, Marietta
and Hal H Jr Mayfield
Dismissals
Mrs Alberta Hainsworth Aurora.
Mrs Katherine L Hilton and baby girl,
Benton, Thomas Landers, Hazel,
Mrs Mary E Fox Dover. Tenn ,
George G Woods, Hardin Mrs Janice
Rogers and Mrs Tammy Sanderson
and baby girl, Mayfield.
Mrs Virginia C Murray. Don Benjamin Nix, Brandon Redd, John F
Dillon
Miss Rachelle D Falk, Mrs Hilda
Whitnell and Mrs Evelyn Duncan. all
of Murray
Expiration
Mrs Beulah D Smith, Murray
•

•

•

•

Please Support
Your United Way.

I I,
.4040,
We Carry Almost Every Size Nut, Bolt Fastener,
Glue Or Whatever N Takes To Get The Job Done.
We Also Carry Threaded Rods In Standard
Thread, Fine Thread & Stainless Steel
We Carry Stainless Steel Hula, Boils & Screws
Largest inventory in Our Areal

(
,.
RRAY
SUPPLY COMPANY
753-3361

208 E. Main

Inc.
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Lose Weight Safely.
And Keep It Oft
5 Doctors

KATHERINE P MORRIS photo
Dr. Roger Macha spoke on "Annual Garden Rowers" at a recent meeting of Garden Department of Murray Woman's Club. Hostesses were,
pictured, from left, BettyKIrkenmeler, Pat Sanders and Blanche
AllbrItten.
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We are pleased to announce that Gretchen A.
Spiceland, bride-elect of
Brad W. Young, has
made her domestic and
household
selections
through our bridal registry.
Gretchen and Brad
will be married July 7,
1995.

We are pleased to announce that Michele
Barnett, bride-elect of
Kenneth
Overcast,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Michele and Kenneth
will be married June 24,
1995.

We are pleased to
announce that Kara
Woods, bride-elect of
James Carlton, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Kara and James
will be married July
15, 1995.
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WAL-11ART
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— Prescriptions are our top priority —
()pen •Itiet.-I ri. Si-fs 'sit S I

Christine Diemer and
William M. Laughlin II

We are pleased to
announce that Kandis
Morris, bride-elect of
Michael R. Jordan,
has made her domestic
and household selections through our bridal
registry.
Kandis and Michael
will be married June 17,
1995.
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Road warrior Rockets seek repeat
Galveston hosts
unlikely finalists
By BOB BAUM
AP Sports Writet
GALVESTON. Texas IAP) —
On the road agate.
The Holman Rockets worked
out one final time on Pelican
Island Monday before taking
their highly successful rood show
to Orlando. For thas team. there's
no place like away from home
If the Rockets can win Game 1
of the NBA Finals Wednesday

night. they'll tie league plapoif
records for most consecuuve road
viciones (ma) and most road ill
tones in one season (eight)
"We have the same confidence
no maw where we go." Robert
Hurry said "If we go down to
Mexico. we'll have the same
confidence ••
,
It's a corifidettLe born in Last
year's championship season and
nurtured through a precarious
playoff run that saw the Rockets
come beck from the edge of ellminataon against Utah and Phoenix. then win three in a row in
San -Antonio in the Western Conference finals

— It's amazing

what we've

done." Houston coach Rudy
Tomianovich said. "While you're
on a streak, you don't even think
about it. But after you get some
ume so reflect on it, you say.
'How the heck could we do
that?'"
The only other team to win six
in a row on the road was Chicago
in its 1991 title run. The 1981
Rockets were the only team to
win eight road games in the playoffs That Houston team also was
the only No. 6 seed to advance to

thc finals, until the Rockets did it
this pear.
The Rockets' playoff run was

all the more remarkable because
they played 16 pmea in 30 days.
They had their first day off in
more than a month on Friday,
then went to Galveston for three
days of preparation before leaving for Orlando Monday night.
"I think the timing was just
about perfect for us," Tonsjanovich said. "We had a nice rhythm
going, but how long can you go
at that pace? To get a little bit of
a break and get re-energized is
what we needed."
The folks in Galveston were
more than hospitable. They put a
sign on a billboard that read "Go
Rockets, Galveston Loves You."

Hand-made signs were everywhere. Hotel billboards along the
seawall proclaimed their allegiance to "Twouston."
At the sand castle contest over
the weekend, several entries had
Rocket themes. One had Sam
Cassell's smiling face on an octopus whose tenacles were gripping
basketballs.
At Texas A&M's Mitchell
campus on nearby Pelican Island,
fans waited in the humidity for
autographs before and after the
practices. On Saturday, one fan
said she'd been there since 5 a.m.

--immommosioorNBA FINALS
Odaede vs.
Wediteeday. Tr;
Houston at Orlando. II p.m
Friday, June
Houston at Orlando. S pm
Sunday. June 11
Orlando at Houston. 630 p.m.
Wednesday. June 14
Orlando a: Houston. 5 pm
Friday, June IS
Orlando at Houston, S p m:, if
necessary
Sunday, June IS
Houston at Orlando, 6.30 pm,
necessary
Wednesday, June 21
Houston at Orlando. S p m., if
necessary

•See Page 7
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Adrian the
giant killer

Cards'Petkovsek
gets better result

Unheralded Voinea
pulls another upset

Associated Press Writer

By AARON J. LOPEZ
DENVER (AP) — Mark Petkovsek pitched about the same as
he did against Colorado last
week, with a different result.
The St. Louis right-hander
earned his first victory-_--s-ince
1993 by beating the Rockins, who
defeated him last Wednesdry, 9-5
Monday night.
Petkovsek (1-1), who also got
his first major league hit and
RBI, pitched into the seventh
inning, giving up four runs on
eight hits with no walks — nearly
an identical line from the previous game.
"There wasn't much difference
in the game I threw here from the
one I threw in Si Louis," Petkovsek said. "Everything was
going pretty good tonight — right

By DAVID CRARY
Associated Press Writor

PARIS (AP) — The other little-known
giant-killers have fallen out of the French
Open one by one. Adrian Vanes is still
around, playing like the veteran that he isn't.
Ranked 123th in the world, with only 10
ATP Tour tournaments under his belt. the
20-year-old Romanian has made the French
Open record books as only the second qualifier to reach the quarterfinals.
He achieved that feat with a remarkably
solid and poised straight-sets victory Monday
over Andrei Chesnokov. a seasoned clay -court
specialist who turned pro in 1985. When the
441h-ranked Russian twice broke back to level
the final set, Vanes broke service a third
time to clinch the 7-6 (7-3). 6-3. 6-4 win.
Venues first grabbed the spotlight with his
thud-round victory over third-seeded Bons
Becker in one of the most controversial
matches of the tournament.
Becker contended the match should not
have started in twilight drizzle Saturday night,
and he lost two sets before play was suspended. On Sunday. Vanes. despite a nearsleepless night. held on to prevail in four sets.
"He played great tennis under pressure — I
ha-we to give him that." Becker said.

• See Page 7

By TOM VINT
AP Sports Writer

AP hie photo

Michael Chang advanced to the French Open quarterfinals Monday with with a 1-6, 6-0, 6-2, 6-3
victory Over No, 12 Michael Stich, but must now face giant-killer Adrian Voinea, who has already
pulled a pair of upsets in the tournament despite being ranked only 128th in the world. Chang
seeks Ms first French Open tide since 1989.

AMERICAN LEAGUE

Johnson, Hershiser look sharp
Appier forgets
slow beginning

work.

ball and led the streaking Royals
to their 10th victory in the last 11
games, 4-1 over the Texas Rangers on Monday night.
Johnson (6-0) has been unbeatable since last July. He struck out
12, including the side in the
ninth, and gave up just three hits
in Seattle's 2-0 victory over the
Baltimore Orioles.
•'1 don't know if I'd compare
him to Sandy Koufax yet, but

"He knows bow to pitch,"
Kansas City manager Bob Boone
said of Appier. "He jest needs to
be reminded of bow good he is.
He can't see how good his fast'
ball is."
After struggling through a
33-pitch first inning, walking
three balms and (allies bellied
I-0. Apples'(7-2) went so his fast-

he's outstanding," Baltimore
manager Phil Regan said of Johnson "He was as strong in the
ninth inning as he was in the
first."
Hershiser (5-1), looking as
sharp as when be won the Cy
Young Award for Loa Angeles in
1988, fanned 10 as the Cleveland
Iodises blanked the Detroit
Tigers CO.

By BOB GREENE
AP Sports Wr dig
Randy Johnson and Orel Her'Riser Wefe in great form from
the start It look Kevin Appier an
inning to figure out what would

•See Page 7

Cal State-Fullerton
routs Vols in Series

Voinea has an all-around baseline game,
unspectacular but smart and steady — perfect
For the slow red clay surface at Stade Roland
GI7'705
"I have to stay calm," he said "I have to
find the good solution in every ball."
V0171Ca's toughest moment in Pans came
not against Becker or Chesnokov, but in his
second-round qualifying match when Stephane Matheu of France appeared to have
won match point. The linesman's call, however, was overruled, giving Voinea a new life.
Now I'm in the quarterfinals and still
dreaming." Vanes said.

up to the end. I got some pitches
up in the seventh."
But by that time, it was too
late for the Rockies, who had
their winning streak stopped at
four.
Trailing 1-0 in the fifth, the
Cardinals scored four runs off
Juan Acevedo (1-1), who came
unglued after former Rockies
catcher Danny Sheaffer, led off
the inning with a 414-foot home
run to left-center field.
"It meant a lot to come back
and do well," said Sheaffer,
whom the Rockies let go in the
offseason. "I had one hit., but it
was a big one. It was probably
one of the most special home
runs I've hit."
The next hitter, Jose Oquendo
bounced a pitch back to Acevedo,

streak.
Johnson walked one and allowed only one runner past first base
in his posting his 13th career
shutout. He lowered his ERA to
1.83 with his first complete game
of the season.
"I got the rhythm and went
with it." Johnson said. "I knew I
was going to need to throw
strikes with an aggressive team
-like this, because they've given
me trouble in the past."
Buhner's eighth homer of the
season followed a two-out single
Monday's 140-pitch master- by Edgar Martinez and saddled
piece enabled the 6-foot-10 left- Bea McDonald (1-3) with the
kinder to tie Rick Hostsycutt's loss.
club record for most consecutive
wins at the mon of a fe13011.
"He was locked in. He was in
Itistio's Randy Jokiwoon sirvdt
a sone, and we all knew it." said
ose1 1210 alleidne oil Ileltimon
Jay Bohner who honsered to help
Monday MIK
Seattle asap a dwee-pase les

"I have no idea what kind of
stuff he had," Detroit manager
Sparky Anderson said. "I wasn't
up there facing him, and I'm glad
I wasn't."
In other AL games, Boston
edged California 3-2, Oakland
blasted New York 11-5 and Chicago nipped Toronto 3-2.
Johnson retired the last 17 batters to win his eighth straight
decision, matching his career
high. He hasn't lost since Detroit
beat him 3-1 last July 27.

OMAHA, Neb. (AP) — Tennessee already has been beaten
by the smoking bat of Mark Kotsay. Now, the Volunteers try not
to have Steve Carver do the same
thing to them.
Stanford's Carver has a pair of
homers, five hits and three RBIs
in his two tournament appearances after helping hometown
hero Kyle Peterson eliminate
Clemson on Monday night.
Carver homered and singled in
another run in that 8-3 win, while
Peterson won his 14th game
against one loss in an eight-hit
complete game.
Kotsay was 4-for-4 with a

COLLEGE WORLD SERIES
Omens. Nub.
AP Tines CDT
Fin ROL10111
Meedev, JUNO 5
Cal Suss fulanes 11. Tonnages
Swine S. Clement 3. Clemson elneemed
Tvesoley, JINN 11
Gams 9 — Funds Sims(5340 ra Swaim Cal
(411-20). 235 pm
Gams 10 — Tennessee (53-15) vs. Sweat
(4044), 535 p.m.
Weems/kg, Jess 7
Gems 11 — Kent (4S-15) vs in
Cisms 9.
415 pm
Tlearedev, Julie 9
Gems 12 — Cal mar herraii (564) vs *Inner
Gene 10. 2-35 pm
grand slam as top-seeded Cal
State-Fullerton ripped No. 5 Tennessee 11-1 earlier Monday. He
is hitting .750 at the tournament.
Carver is hitting .625.

Tennessee (53-15) tries to
• See Page 7
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game.The win gave Fullerton (55.9)
two days off. The Titans will
await tonight's survivor for a
Thursday afternoon game that
would decide one of the championship spots for Saturday if Fullerton wins.
In Monday's nightcap, Stanford stayed alive again. The Cardinal has won at least one game
in nine trips to Omaha. Twice
Stanford has won titles.
Stanford scored three runs in
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fifth. Carver homered, singled in
another
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Just Think What You
Could Buy With All The
Money You Save!
Stihl 029. $50
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but when we got out on the court,
we were able to focus real good

'
t
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ready
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said

to go

back

Rockets
to

were

work.

'I want to get back out there

while we're shooting the ball
gentr' he said. "When you're
shooting it like that, you want to
get back there as soon as possible
before

"
it runs out.

Horry was injured when Houston made its only trip to Orlando
this season back in November but
'
t be
he said the Rockets shouldn
rattled

and block out the crowd,
" Horry
"We

said.

p.m.
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matchup

already

questions
with

about

Shaquille

are getting a
chance in these playoffs to see
what the NBA can be.
"You can talk about a lot of
sports, but basketball is in us
own league for entertaining, for
competitiveness," he said. "You
can't compare any sport with
basketball. That's just the
reality."
O'Neal, said

fans

a '
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it's protected.
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FREE
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-Chang is a monster 011 ,1.1%
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balls," Voinea said "Ill ti%
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Chang, the 19k9 ken.h I /pen
winner, moved into the sitiartcrli
nal% with a sparkling 1 6 e,
6.2, 6.1 victory over No 1 '
Michael Such on Monday

time.
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'See me for al/ your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
(next to Century 21)
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said

Voinea as the first Romanian to
reach

fifth.

swinging

in

Jane Rogers Ins.

members

team

players said

that,

Craig Maclasish, a 14 ycat
veteran, was baited into tak i ng a
four minute spearing perults, and
the Devils cashed in with a goal
by Randy •15 Kay 0341 llid the
game at 1
'I retaliated It was a tcrrible
mistake on my part.' 4.11%. 1 as ish

FROM PAGE 6
Born in focsani, a small town
shout 110 miles from Bucharest,
Voinea at the age of 15 left his
parents in Romania and moved to
Italy to pursue a tennis career
"I was so bad as a junior My
best result, I think, was a quarterfinal." he said, recounting financial struggles and attempts to
break through at satellite events.
He turned pro last year. but
had won only five matches in 10
tournaments before the French
Open. The highest-ranked player
he had beaten was Jeff Tarango
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fearless, mentally strong and
The

victories against a
team that dispatched the defending Stanley Cup champion New
York Rangers in four straight
games.
"You never think of that (winning two) when you go on the
road in the semifinals," he said
"But we've played well on the
road and we're playing well.
We're getting production from
everyone.With the exception of Stevens.
one of the elite defensemen in the
NHL. and up-and-coining goal-
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BOXING

Franco Rosi of Italy faced

f•Se AMIN MO

the pock se and getting in on us I
think maybe we sal has- k a little
bit.••
SOIrt CaUtigh. the onstant pres
sate yielded a goal when I rt.
Liadros convened a 4 on 2 IX en
minutes into the period
"I was ben happy with the
way we played in the lost per
sod.- Flyer, coach lens %tuna%
said "We had puck movement.
better etc ution and we got a
couple of goals

tender Martin Brodeur. New
Jersey doesn't have any bomb&
man
The Devils are sauteing
because their cast of mostly
unheralded players has embraced
coach Jacques Lentaire•s defensefirst system and Ilk k with it etas
when things aren't going
smoothly
In each of their vii tortes, New
Jersey has vothstitod a furious
stars by the Flyers, then slowly
turned the game into the counter punching affair for which it is
best suited
Monday night, the Flyers came
out strong and kept play in the
New Jersey end for much of the
just period The Devils knew
what was coming. but couldn't do
much about it
"Early on, they played
extremely well," New Jersey
defenseman Bruce Doser said
"The% were bumping, dumping

•Fullerton...

Southern

,ek
lit

;,

After six stitches closed the
wound on his forehead, Stevens
marveled at how the Devils came
away from Philadelphia with two

• Donnie Boyd Motors IS, Dennison-Hunt 1 (Boyd Motors) Lacy Lattimer
4 hits, Rebecah Boyd 2 hits, Amy Lorey 28 (Dennison-Hunt) Cheisy Thompson 18
• Donnie Boyd Motors 13, Sonic 3 (Boyd Motors) Wendy Logan 2 hits,
Tiffany Cunningham 2 hits, Mena Himelick 2 hits (Sonic) Brittany Ray 2 1B.
Ashley Iglesias 38
• Peoples 27, Higgins Excavating 8 (Peoples) Natalie Cooper 3 hits, Mal
tory Rudolph 2 hits. Desiree Perkins 2 hits Abby Jonas 2 hits (Higgins)
Arnberly Paschall 2 hits, Paige Adlich 2 hits, Linda Higgins 38, 28
• Peoples 10, Dennison-Hunt 2 (Peoples) Whitney Ragsdale 4 hits, Tiffany Rogers grand slam HR, Lacey Hocking 28 (Dennison Hunt) Joy Note,ox
2 hits, Kady Lyons 2 hits
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PHILADELPHIA (AP) —
Blood trickled from above Scott
Stevens' eye until it just about
reached the grin arching across
his face.
The New Jersey Devils
defenseman had just absorbed
shots from two Philadelphia
Flyers, yet he smiled contentedly.
The Devils ewe near the end of a
5-2 victory Monday night that put
them within two wins of their
first trip to the Stanley Cup

SATURDAY:
• Coles & Sever 7, Murray Supply 3(Coke & Swett Seth Asher 2 18.
28, Carl Williams 18, Trey Mason 18, Bryan Coles HR. 18, Antonio Kendall 2
HR, 18. Tyler Coursey 18, Jason McGehee 18 (Murray Supply) Kyle Wade
18, 28, Cory Smith 2 18, Taylor Houston 18, 28, Zachary Baker 18, Aaron
Stevens 2 18 Micah Rayburn 38 Kyle Harper 38 Josh Clark 1B

MIDDLE DIVISION

11111,
WWI

By JOHN F. BONFATT1
AP Sports Wnter

PARK LEAGUE II

LOCAL SOFTBALL

it

Unheralded
Jersey rolls

SIONDAY
• English Fergie ft, Howellso Tropic 0 (English Finns) Anthony Cogdell
t8 Drew Henry lB Chi* Hudspeth 2 18 Maier Swain 18 Chad Gangway
2 18 28 Derrick 'Artois& 2 18 WP — Anthony Cogdell (Heivesen Track)
Josh Hodges 18 Merit Chambers/en 18 Aaron Stooks B Ryan Regis's 18
Dusan Dom 18
• Peoeise I, Kroger 4 (Peoples) Jeremy Balk 29 Ronda"! Cope 28 Jar
ran Leotard IS. Joey, Burgess 18 Pitchers - Koren Trice Seth Bryant
(Kroger) Chris Felts 113 Josh Sykes 28 Patna Greer 28 18 Aron Stirwri
18 Tommy MAW 28
SATURDAY:
• HawaSso Tropk 4, FOP 3 (Hawaiian Tropic) IA Chamberlain 18 C
Wallace 28 18 A Brooks 18 (FOP) 8 Harris 18
• Pro Wash 3, Peoples 2 (Pro Wash) Evan Dwell 18 Wilkens Vince 18
Chris Thorn 18 Pitchers — Evan Duvall. William Vince (Peoples) Kw,4511 Trice
2 18 Seth Bryant 18. Landon Barrow 28
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'Great Saw For Chores Around The Home, Farm or Ranch
•SMOOlf) Running 3 3 Cu in Engine
•1 28 Lb Powerbead
•Anti-Vibradion Systom For Comfort

•Side-Access Chain Tensioning
-Lifetime Electronic Ignition Warranty

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 Sycamore, Murray

753-8355
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MSU receives marketing award
111111fILCIIII ger.k es twat comma,
col agar(sea We me lortiatate to
hove the accessary Went on Lam-

Mersey suae University saceived
word today do she umveraty in the
warner of a mark/um ansed
die Kentucky Assurance of
erawes Communicators. headquartered in Fraittfort Sherry
McCaw publications edam a
MSU's merkeseig and pubic reburies area received a 51 Pencil
Award for dw prothicam of "Financing an Eaceliens &iThe aneouncemem was made by
Amy Canaan. KAGC president
According so John McDonald.
Murray Slaw marketing and pubic
rennin's director. MSU creased the
communication in suppon of the
university s incitaaed
effort "The fact that a was honored
111 a AMC*ode compniuon me:braes
its high quality. he said As always.g isa pleasure 113 ICCaiawNd
winner that wa malty produced at
Murray State In such competitions.
commas to compteie with
it
instautions that Aft purchaung such

limaisms thes a well mama and
knowgenbis MI CUB
he ant"b des essaid Money Star
es mainally /0111.11111e..
Marray S's warkning and
pubic Mamas WI has ems wan
17 honors macs at begmems a
1992. mocha% low eistiosal
inwards. The office wady clamed

Tie w.qg entry v.as win tat
ies.ovuusin by a panel cot judges
from several pubta relations and
snarticuag dux iplaaes. according so
Cantina hares was based on
writing. admen& coment. visual
presellealialn. achavemeat d purpose and coss-dfccuvesess. Fairies

Freedom Fest beauty
pageant draws all ages

*INC afXtpied

agencies throughout the commonwealth and from conies which
completed imarkeuag services for
state 10,11failient. KAGCs purpose
in holding the annual competes:in is
so establuh and promote high standards of professional 'revere. The
organizauon also was to advance
the role of the government communicator as at integral part of the
decision and policy-making pro-

The fifth ammal Freedom Fest
Beauty Pageant is just around the
corner, and you won't want to min
these two exciting days where the
area's most beautiful will shine.
The pageant for Miss Freedom
Fest 95 will be on June 23 at the
Murray Middle School at 7 pin.
Age divisions that night will include
13- 15- year-oids, 16- 18-year-oids,
and 19 years and up. Miss Freedom
Fest will be crowned out d one of
these groups.
Saturday morning, the younger
children will be given a chance to
compete at the Murray High School
gym at 9:30 am. Age divisions will
include 0-18 months. 19-35 months,
3.4 years. 5-6 years, 7-9 years and
10-12 years in the girls' division.
For boys,age divisions will include
0-3 years and 4-12 years. Outof the
boys' division. Mr. Freedom Fest
will crowned. For the girls. three
Supremes will be crowned.
Judging will be based on poise
and personality, beauty and the
most phosogatic. AU winners will
receive prize of S150cash,a crown,
a banner, and a ticket to the Free-

The axampbshmatts of Murray
Snie's marketing area coincide with
the revualued recruiunent process
led by Dr Kern Akkander. the
university's new president and disunguished professor. According In
Alexander. it can't be done by the
1(11001 fClill0f1S office alone. It
takes an organized effort. We must

PLUMBING
Resoe' i • Co-Irre'c a
• S.,*. ce Reoa •

ICU vile everyone.

ry V.

"SpeC .1

"Many times the contributions of
the staff go unrecognized and unacknowledged, but no instautton
can achieve a high level of quality
without all the attendant integral
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dom Fest Ricky Van Shelton concert on July 1 at 7:30 p.m. She will
also ride in the parade as the
reigning Miss Freedom Fen.
According to Jana Barnett, coordinator of the event, the Freedom
Fest Beauty Pageant was created
due to public demand. "We started
the beauty pageant five years ago
because of how much the community wanted it" Barnett said.
"Since its beginning, it has
snowballed from a pageant with a
budget of $500 to a much larger
pageant with a much larger budget."
Last years pageant had approximately 100 contestants pageantwide.
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Betty Canny, a leacher at East EleMentary, has retired with 45.8 years
of teaching experience. She began teaching In 1947 in a one-room
schoolhouse called Ferguson Spring, located in Trigg County. She
remained there for 17 years, also teaching at Golden Pond, Cadiz
Graded, Trigg Etementary and Trigg County High In 1966, she moved
to Faxon School in Calloway County and taught first grade. When Faxon and New Concord were consolidated into East Elementary in 1974,
We moved Into the new building where she has remained teaching first
grade and Chapter 1. Both of her parents, as wall as two sisters, were
teachers. She is married to Albert Cassity Jr., and they have one
daughter, Norita Canny Youngblood and two grandchildren, Ryan and
Laura.
•

Applications are available at
Wal-Mart, Kroger, the Commerce
Centre,and by phoning Jana Barneu
(after 5 p.m.) at 753-0137.
Don't miss the fifth annual Freedom Fest Beauty Pageant, or any
other Freedom Fest event. For
further information on the pageant
or Freedom Fest in general. contact
Freedom Fest headquarters at 7592199 or 1-800-715-5004.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

North dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
..r
NORTH
9
K
•
••••
•10 7 5 4
• A J 832
A6
•
1 '
11•••.
WEST
EAST
+ 54
+ J 63
V J 98 6
•A K 2
•P11/••5
* K 10 7 5
etellaN.• • Q 9 4
011141A.v• + Q 10 8 5 3
+92
114littlst
SOUTH
‘t
pee111.11'
• A Q 108 7 2

Seven Seas

five awards in a male conspeuuon
MSC het bees recognized in
"CASE Currents' national public
relations magazine and the Magma
Publications national newsletter on
mark rung higher education The
staff also prepared a videotape
+Arca appeared on the nationally
tele.lied -CBS This Morning'

Opening lead - king of hearts.
A fine declarer relies much more
on sound technique than on fancy or
complicated plays. Most deals require merely ordinary care to be
successful, and it is in the handling
ofthese run-of-the-mill hands that a
player is most likely to prove his
worth.
Take this deal where declarer
failed to make four spades. West led
the K-A and another heart. South
ruffing the third round. Declarer
saw he had two potential club losers
and properly decided that the best
way to avoid-them was to ruff two
clubs in dummy.
Accordingly, instead of drawing
trumps, he cashed the A-K of clubs,
led a third club and ruffed with
dummy's nine. Unfortunately, East
overruffed with the jack and returned a trump, stranding South
with the jack of clubs. Eventually,
declarer lost thejack to West's queen
and finished down one.
It is certainly true that South
ran into an unlucky-lie of the opposing clubs, and he was doubly unlucky to also find East with the jack
of spades. Nevertheless, the fact remains that he could have - and
should have - made the contract.
All he had to do was to exercise a
little extra care.
Instead of trumping the third
round of clubs with the nine, South
should have ruffed with the king.He
could then have reentered his hand
by trumping a diamond and ruffed
his last club with the nine. True,
East would have overruffed with the
jack, but that would have been the
third and last trick for the defense.
The principle that emerges is
that declarer's primary obligation is
to make the contract,if possible,and
that he should avoid making any
plays that jeopardize it. Buffing the
third club with dummy's nine placed
the contract in at least mild jeopardy, while miffing with the king
would have assured the contract
beyond the shadow of a doubt.

Maxine Pool, a teacher at East Elementary, has retired with 24 years of
teaching experience. She began teaching first grade in 1971 at New
Concord. She moved to East Elementary when New Concord and Faxon
were consolidated and then taught first grade for six years, fourth
grade for seven years, third grade for nine years and fifth grade for two
years. Pool said that If she misses the classroom, she can visit her
daughter, a teacher in Huntsville, Ala., and help her. Pool Is married to
Frank Allen Pool and they have two children, Allen and Jenne.

Om%

Doll Redick, a teacher at East Elementary, has retired with 33 years of
teaching experience. She began her teaching career In 1962 at New
Concord working with second grade. She moved to East Elementary In
1974 where she has taught second grade and P3 and P4 primary classes. Teaching was a big part of her maternal family because her
mother, grandparents, three aunts and several cousins were all teachers. She has one daughter, Mitzi Redick McGinnis, son-In-law Keith and
grandson Joshua who live In Frankfort, Germany. Her retirement plans
include travel, marriage to Kennth Blakney and a move to Marshall
County where he resides and farms.

Burley farmers get relief
from recent foul weather
The Kentucky Department of
Agriculture is compiling information on the availability of tobacco
plants to assist farmers whose plants
were destroyed by recent storms and
flood. Those seeking to buy or sell
plants are urged to contact the
department at (502) 564-4696.
"Hopefully we will be able to
provide burley farmers with information on where they can find
plants," explained Agriculture

;

Comissioner Ed Logsdon. "There is
still time to set tobacco, and we
realize that there is not a sufficient
supply of plants in some areas ofthe
state. We urge anyone with plants to
call us so we can pass this along to
those needing plants."
Flooding and hail associated with
severe storms in May damaged a
significant number of tobacco fields
throughout the state.
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We are pleased to announce that Kristi
Cowan, bride-elect of
Ty Hiter, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
rellistrY•
Kristi and Ty will
be married June 24,
1995.

We are pleased to announce that Angela
Fike, bride-elect of
Brian Smith, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Angela and Brian
will be married June
24, 1995.

We are pleased to
announce that Kim
Poole, bride-elect of
Tommy Kimbro, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal registry.
Kim and Tommy
will be married June
23, 1995.

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

WAL-MART

Hwy. 641 North
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Hwy. 641 North
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Free Connection to Disney!
Call 753-5005
For More Information.
Murray Cablevision
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LONE Wolf Hunting Club
Inc Looking for safety con
scious law abiding mem
bars to loin their hunting
club We currently have a
renewable lease with West
vaco for 1,335 acres of
property located in New
Concord, Ky Annual dues
are $31500 of small game
For more information contact Keith Black at
753 5246 or 753 0839
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Ti at New
and Faxon
irs, fourth
de for two
I visit her
married to
Jenne.

VCR
Microwave
Repair
All Brands

Ward Elkins
753-1713
OPEN Pizza Magic Aurora
Closed
Op•n 5pm
Mon Tues Pizza selects
hot sandwiches gyros I
bread sticks Dine in or
carry out 474 8119 or
1 803 6419 3804
OUTLAW Construction
We custom build log homes
have log home supplies
for the do it yourself person
Approval, licensed, general
contractor with 25yrs ex
perience VA FHA 2-10
HBW warranty For aM your
log home needs call Shannon Hams 502 436 5210
TUPPERWARE Party- 3
people 4 products demo 5
min out in 30 min Call
Carol 753 9472
050
Lost
And Found
LOST Cat grey 8 black
tabby medium, long hair
fluffy tail Near Buck's Body
Shop & South 9th
753 9139

BIG Apple Cale Puryear
in srow twing cooks pen
eme or Ai Orne Apply Ni
pirrson aft•r 1 lam
1 901 247 5798

RESTAURANT Menager
wanted for upscale supper
club E'penance recurred
Serial resume to P0 Box
1040C Murray Ky 42071

DO you need a GED/ Do
you need hope for the ki
lure and help to get•sold
cerser/ We have 22 JOB
openings tor wade 16 rim
21 that we not full bine hop
school students Call
753 9378 Five days a week
between 800am 3 COpm
This propel a funded by
tie Job Training Partner
ship Act through tie Kan
Picky Department for Em
dor/merit Services arid tie
West Kentucky Private In
dusty Counal The a an
Equal Opportunity prog
ram Auxiliary ads and sow
vices are available upon
request to individuals with
disabEties

SAFETY advisors
$2150per rite Company
will train call Mon Fri
only
9•m tpm
615 399 8269

Lief
her
"There is
, and we
sufficient
•eas of the
hplants to
; along to

EMPLOYMENT COORDINATOR, Career Services
Position to begin July 1995
Qualifications BaccalaureLOST white short haw fe- ate degree required Exmale cat(named KAI)in the ceptional interpersonal
area of Fairtane & Glen- skills and knowledge of curdale Call 753 9719
rent lob search techniques
that include the preparation
of resumes, cover letters.
and interview skills required An ability to make
varACCOUNTS Receivable preparations for a wide
clerk needed Entry level iety of groups that include
and
Roses are red,
position data entry, com- employers, students,
puter experience and some faculty required Must have
Violets are blue,
accounting background expenence with personal
This bank teller
needed Please send your computers and various
Is 50
software packages Advisresume to P 0 Box 1040E
ory or counseling expenCan you guess
Murray, KY 42071
ence with young adults is
who?
AVON sell at work, home, preferred Responsibilities
anywhere, Be your own Scheduling on-campus inboss' Earn 50%
terviews, supervising the
1 800-539 4528 Ind/Rep
publication of the beweekly
'Opportunities Bulletin',
maintain up-to-date information of Murray State University's World Wide Web
Home page with rob vacancies. supervise all data entry of completed placement
tiles into a computerized
data base, develop job
leads for graduates Application Deadline June 16,
1995 To Apply Send resurne, letter of interest and
names and addresses of
three references to LAM
Ragsdale, Search Committee Chair, Career Services,
Do you have acne prone skin, facial
Murray State University,
scars, fine lines? Would you like to have
P0 Box 9. Murray KY
in
skin
looking
younger
softer,
firmer
42071-0009 Murray Stale
weeks'? Try Glycoligue-3 Step Skin ReUniversity is an equal educabipn and employment oppair Buy a starter kit and qualify toi the
porlunity, M/F/D, AA
"Peel Deal"
fln1010Yer
A new you in four weeks
EXPERIENCED carpenter
No Gimmicks
in framing 8 finish work
Must be a perfectionist
Ask about our natural nail care program
436-2766

tatcd with
imaged a
cco fields

Big 7-0
Happy
Birthday
Mom

(Louise Hill)

Now you can have pretty hands & nails,
naturally

Pedicure - $16.00
(reg $2200'

Acrylic Nails - $25.00
With any hair service receive 15%
off any nail or foot care service

or vice versa.

Fringe Benefits
I tie Is

'Wirth I few !Irime

Hair 8 Skin • 759-1874

t

Nails • 753-1137

EXPERIENCED travel
agent needed lul or pan
time Send resume to P 0
Box 430, Celbertsvile, KY
42044
HENTON 11 Son's Cash
Carry now accepting apple
cations for full time delivery/
sales position Must be at
least 18yrs old with a veal
drivers license Apply in
person at 621 S 4th St
next door to DV Foods
(JACK of all trades prole*
retiree for apt , mainte
nance 759-4118 between
2 3pm
METAL Fab at Cavort City
Ky is taking applications for
welders and fitters of plate
and structural Mel Phone
395 5300
MURRAY Christian
Academy a acceperig ap
plications for teachers
grades K-6 Call 759-1555
for application

to
Kim

of
, has
c and
lions
21 remmy
June

th

NO EXPERIENCE $500
TO $900 WEEKLY/
POTENTIAL PROCESS
ING MORTGAGE RE
FUNDS OWN HOURS
(714)502-1520 EXT 1209
(24 HOURS)

CARPENTERS
Attention: Framers, Form
Carpenters. Drywall and
Metal Stud Framers. and
Ceiling and Floor Installers.
Do you want Inforrnatkin on a better way
of Me with better wages, benefits and
working conditions? Attend • meeting of
area carpenters on Thursday. June 15.
1995 at 630 p.m. at 3029 Calm Road
In Paducah. Kentucky
Contact the Kentucky State Diem.
Council of Carpenters. AF1. CIO

442-1148 or 1-800-615-1057
All calls will be kept confidential
WS

your future. make the call!

0'0
Domestic
a Childcare
CLEANING houses a my
business Raisers and
penenced relerenoes Cal
Linda 759 9553

SPFS Incorporated second
Largest franchisee of Sho
ney s Incorporated is now
hiring for manager post
bons at our Captain Os
location in Bardstown KY
Must be hands on type
manager able to lead and
set the example Must like
dealing with the public
Benefits include monthly
bonuses paid vacation
personal holiday 8 Maid
Medical available salary
negotiable After training
relocation will be paid for
those wtx)quality Call Sam
Beavers Mon Tues at
502 348 4272 to schedule
interview EOE

CLASSIFIED

3 years of
52 at New
rnentary In
mary clascause her
all teachKeith and
tent plans
) Marshall

FOR sale Pizza business
WILDLIFE Coneervabon
Haschf, /kw $25.00 obo
sec
Jobs Game wardens.
437
3028
wily maintenance elc No
sap necessary Now tw
For into calf
ing
(2191794 0010 ein 7159
Cereptiere
awn 10pm 7 days

SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring cooks cashiers die
hwasher a salad bar wen
dares Apply in person be
heroin 24 1.Ion Fn

EARN up to $1 000 weekly
processing mail Start now
no experience, free suppiles, informabon, no obliSend self
gation
addressed stamped envelope to Bucks Dept 14
8407, Bandera Rd Suite
133-217, San Antonio Tx
78250

NOW hiring &Amory dery
ors flexible hours mins
I oorn
mum wage plus
mason Apply in person at
Pape Johns Pizza
NOW hiring for handy man
AM wound maintenance to
include memo.clearing I
general repair Call
7534767 or 436 2054
PERSONABLE 11 enthuselie inside sales person la
local scoreboard ~tem
luring oornperry Cal alter
2prn Mon- Fri 750-1800
PRODUCTION • as
sem* workers for local
SoorebOard leiseleolunng
odnpany Cid Itler 2prn
Mon in 7591100

Maio
Pei kb

lusher
Oppereade

Nee

45.8 years

Zit

CEARSAYSIFIED

J

TAKING applications at
Dutch Essenhaus House
Cafeteria
WAITRESS, dancers
wanted DoN House Cafe.
Pans TN 901 624297
WAITRESS servers
- s
wanted, experience nece
sary Graystone Restaurant, Pans 901-644-2525 on
901-243-4921
WANTED Machinist/ Welder TIC expenence CNC/
EOM a plus experience
required retirees welcome
Send resume to P 0 Box
1024. Mayfield, Ky 42061

I will sat with elderly any
time Consider live n ref
sap Call 753 4590 for
information
WILL babysit in my home
(lanced yard) Call for IMO
753 7940 leave message
WILL dean houses apt
offices etc Reasonable
rates reliable service Cal
Denise at 753 8086
100

WOULD you like to be a
Hypnotheraptst in your own
peyote practice If you leie
to help people 8 earn good
money at the same time
you probably can be or
information call the Na
tonal Assoc of Conceo
tional Therapy 8 Hyp
notherapy
1 800 279 8004

fI j1pPuckltng
4;111
Arner.c is Second Car

L

co... to Coast

HALEY'S AUTO SALES
Cars, Custom Vans. and Vans
Office 753-6910
1 -800-THE-DUCK

For Moving

112 So 12th
Murray. KY 42071

Lowest Rates in Town
Daily. Weekly or Monthly Rates

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY
A Southom
Baptist School

OPEN FALL 1995
(Grades K-6)
Enroll Students Now
Aces:Ong Southern Beptist Tetras Applications

COLORTYME.)
WHATS RIGHT FOR YOU!
Would like for you to consider a career in the
growing Rent-to-Own industry. We are currently accepting applications for the following positions: Management trainee, Account/Collection Manager and Delivery Specialist(s). We are hiring motivated people
who have good customer service skills and
enjoy having a good TYME at work.
We are locally owned and operated and the
largest rental company while still
we
growing. We offer excellent benefits including a health insurance package, competitive
wages, an excellent working environMeei
and much more.
If you we looking for the nght opportunity.
loot nolfurther. We are What's Right For
You. Apply in person at 4014N. 12th, Murray,
Ky.

USED 250 or 500 gallon
Call
propane tank
759 9752
WANT to buy Antiques I
collectibles, coca cola
Isms civil war infects
stone whiskey jugs with ad
venting gas I oil adverts
rig glassware Elvis me
morbila etc Phone
753-3633 ask for Larry

1000 SO F 1 OFFICE
space Cir WUd aiJilnilai
plenty ol parsing
753 6106 7533268
DOWNTOWN *Noe specs
available across from
no indud
asartiouse
wig ria utilities 753,256
OFFICE or feted building
zoned B2 seems I600ag
6 NE corner 134h PO0u
Cd 753601Lan

2 GARCIA fishing reefs
JVC stereo reamer with
or speakers
remote. 4
100 watt. men I lades golf
dubs 3-PW graphite end
steel shifts Tappen macro
ways. also collodion of
France prints 2 railroad
pocket watches Elgin in
hunter case After 3pm
753- 7419

DUNCAN Phyfo dining
room suite 6 chars cap
lona chat *imitate cond.
bon priced reasonable
Cad 753 8349
QUEEN size sots bed Call
436 5457

2.4's $1ii FIBERGLASS
roofing, meny lends cheep'
Paschal Salvage. Hwy 641
• mei South of Hazel
901-498-8964

CULTURED marble sinks
big stock chespl Vinyl re
mnant for bathroom
$154a Paschal Salvage
Hwy 641 '4 male South of
Hazel 901 498 8964
DEBBIE'S This I That
Shop Antiques, collect
Wes. toots, crafts 11 more
Greedy reduced pr's on
many earns Slop by I,
me New Isms New ai
rived Hwy 94 East 3 mies
out flour's ¶1-4 Mon
Tues, Thur. Fa, 9-12 Sat
DUNE buggy for sale
492-5723
ELECTRIC computerized
Ireedme $500 7539240
ENCLOSED Airy tailor
ex 10alft high. $1000. obo
502 247 $754 eller 5pm

In response to existing and anticipated employment opportunities.
applications are now bang act coed for producuon operator positions
on the following shifts
• 12 hour swing (extended hours with lots of off time)
• 8 hour fixed (Monday-Fnday. Firu/Seconclrnurd)
m.- 10 p.m.)
• 4 how fixed (Mondsy-Fnday, 9 am -1 pm./6 p
Starting pay rases are $5.59 for 12 hour work schedules and $510for
8 and 4 lumr. Poutioos leading to regular full-time comb:ire:lent offer a
K p pay rate of $11.511 plus a comprehensive benefit pockase.
If you've got whet it takes to work with the worlds best inyinakers.
please contort:
Murray Famploymest Agency
3111 So 12111 Street
Murray. Ky. 42071
780-21*
A. Forel Oppootraity Faaplover 1.4/F rIltV

a.m.-6 p.m

753-2993
v4E turn let1 on Van Cleave Rd (Happy Holiday
Pontoon) Go 1 4 mine turn left or Betted Ch•oct,
Rd (1463) Foal road to 14011Gook Rd )tarn 441 Ii?
house on left (appro. 1 4 rneei

a
Xlet
Opole
•11
(111400

[ART LESSONS
Ages 5-13

210

753-7201

Firewood
A FIREWOOD for sale
437 4667

D'ART SUPPLY
Court Square

atalcal
ELECTRIC gutter fender
amp, $150 759 1655

BIG tuck load of salvage
material in Many different
eters cheap' Bring tuck
Paschal Savage Hwy 641
'4 mil* South of Hazel
901 498 8964

Business on
a Budget?
Pun tte5 2x2 Consistency °CI in
ClosstteCts every cloy. Inc1u/ding
the Shopper, for S 175 a month
(paid in odvOnCE)
995
Rote f rfieenvo Aran"

Call 753-1916 lot details

/ ALPINE.
1088 CUSTOM built North
River 14a70 21w 2 beta
utley room central ha fire
dace and many extras On
rented lot rear Irvin Cobb a
IAJel
kAJIT ay
TOWS from
boob appreciate $12 600
753 0441
50 ACRES with Defier
$37 500
Dov•r in
502 759 4021
ONE of the Southeast
largest I oldest retailer of
quakty built homes Shop
and compare we 1 be your
best housing value Dinkins
Mobilo Hansa Inc Hwy
79E Para in weekdays
11113 00 Sal al 600 & Sun
6 00
to
1 00
1 800-6424591
QUALITY homes depend
able service end afford
able mass Your housing
Soder', Dinkins Mobile
Homes Inc Hwy 79E
Pens Tn 1500 642 4891

FIBERGLASS topper for
site
pick up. $250 436-2523

Fisher- Price

9

(IC Nursenj

11-Row AC No7111 Planter With
Call
Monitor.
901-243-2631
after 6 p.m.

long wheelbase. It

NARIRCht emt meddle
burley liciet pewee Call
753-0619 if no answer
leletwO message

$20Orno parser
WI
utiiitios near Campus
759 99110 or 753 0439
leave message

Open Garden Daily

BABY quilts $10,1.8 Hun
dreds to choose from
328 8703
BOGARD Trucking and Ea
cavaWig Inc We haul lop
soil, gravel WI dirt state
rock, rip rap Mon Fri
11-4prn 753-2446

I 2 3130 spa
Fernatufd
very nice new baSU No
753 1 2 5 2
pets
days 7530906 Our 5pm

Come see the blooming Day lillies Japanese
Iris and Hostas Over 900 varieties
Fn.* Plant YAM TAN, coupon

lascellensoue
2 STEEL sates at Horton
Lock Shop One 52H a 32re
a 250 74H a 36Wa 31D
burglar resistance TL rat
✓ig 753 5080 753 1203
after 5pm

1 Oleg.

1 BR duple' on Hwy 210
energy &Acorn No pets
$285 me • d•posit
753 91149 before 2prn
OFFICE or business 1000
so It 3011 N 7th neat Io 1BR turnishied apt
Fer111 7539212
6195
now
aVaelabbe
RETAIL of ONhoe Seem et water paid no pets
753 5980 alter 5pm
S Sado Sheppey Carew
7831203
7534509 or 753862

GUNS buy eel or trade
4365650
10' CRAFTSMAN radial
wrn saw, 225 amp Lincoln
welder, two utility trailers
502 354 8254

SON

Illumiges•
Pours

COUCH I ctiair good con
aeon $85 Electric lift
char eacelent condition
$200 Cal 753 2635

Weal
To Buy

CASH paid for good used
rifles shotguns and pa
tols Benson Sporting
Goods 519 S 12th
Murray

vat
CaN

UNIVERSITY Square
space Inesabie central
gas caned an sky tight
andc. often woo.
•
lietlic arse 71'43 1492
•
Sae

USED beige carper op
proximately 60 yards
$250 753 9240

113

FAMILY business Bus.
ness for immediate sale on
Murray area Income to
561.000 sell for $11 000
cash Serious inquiries
only Call 1 800 779 5650
RETAIL franchise oppor
tunity existing locations
Call
available
1 800 277 3278

SNAPPER 25 lii
mower 6500 obo
759 4606 Wier 2prn

SHORT ON MEMORY OR
HARD DRIVE SIZE, SEE
HAWKINS RESEARCH IN
DIXIELAND CENTER
753-7001

ANTIQUES by tie deal or
collections 753 943-3 day
or night

3 TUN Eroon central ac
never used unarm to use
pod $800 wee $700 obo
753 4621 Wore Spre
5prvi 437 4977

wet sherp i 0 °avow
mace cash rag 5.360 Fax
meatless 11103 437 3028

SEE HAWKINS RESEARCH FOR YOUR
COMPUTER AND OFFICE
FURNITURE NEEDS
753-7001

Business
Opportunity

1:1 Wiligal"14.4.111
[

NEW metal sang • root
✓ig Cover 36' cart to length
in 10 cokes galvanized
and getral.ime Secioniary
• avarletne Portable cal
poet kits 489 2'22 or
489 2724

HAWKINS RESEARCH
NOW LOCATED AT
13044 CHESTNUT IN
THE DIXIELAND SHOPPING CENTER. NEXT TO
PIZZA
PAPA JOHN
CALL 753-7001

9

JUNE 6 '*95

TUe

1 Wit•

LEDGER

28R 2 bet+ 1 nele from aty
limes $250erio $100 de
pose. no pets 759 1799
29R metre home C rya
water furnished S275imo
Coleman RE 7539898
SHADY Oaks 2 or 3br
electric or gas Walking die
twice to coleg• 753 5209

I

IleMe
Oboe Leib Fes Neat

NEW perk newer model
homes only Concrete
drives I wale Trash pod'
vp • oty ester $1CCemo
492 8488
NORTHWIND Mobile
Home Park MINIM

CLASSIFIED

lockradrosclab.
•

Tapes
clarion.
4f

Car Audio
Sunset Boulevard Music
ON. •

DLalorlas/ C•rit•r

753 011*

4,••••••••

HERITAGE MONUMENT CO.
Hwy. 641 North • Murray, KY 42071
Hrs. Mon.-Frt. 9:00 a.m.-4:00 p m
Anytime By Appointrrunt
502-759-1333

Service and Duality At Everyday Low Prices
Complete indoor display for your pivacy and year around convenience

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE'
Our new nursing home policies have an alt*rnate plan of
care that may pay for care in your
own home if you would otherwise
have to go to the nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may
be able to provide the money
under the alternate plan of care!
CALL, US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
768-4199 or 1-800-466-4199
906 Sycamore, Murray, Ky.

/U

MUMMY 1.1130601 • TIME$

T UE SOA

JUNE 8'995

•

;•

•

ISA rem tormiamo rem
C4resen RE 753 MIN
'o a. apse rear Moo
tom ligkeim 71341011

•

•."

i ROOM elloency wiry
Fier Wu pieta ursine
A.
t'
A.Matio
Cower RE Mil IMO
/ NOOSES for rent at 1614
Deve utiwees Softened
Share Sitter any room
esehrtsork lecesess Walk
to 1116J Cowman RE
733 NW
TEIR 2 bath dupwa ger
ape wee pas heel car.
We ea issc.rho Coseevan
• 7S3 9094
213R apt or 900 teihrood
2111Sete 75S 4401
29R duper in tioreirood
*59 4436
28R
110Phances
6,4,4shed pas heal (leak
•0 4.0011 up

DOG oterienoe cusses or
private Serving Morey 14
yews £362954
Whiff uRE Diecnshund
AriC registered 312 2733
or 753 9925
430
Plebes
L!¼¼ Grove
pick ter
nes now open Mon Sas
7arr to 71•4h tor Brueberres

saoomo

28R Jcisterrs apt 1 13 S
r3tri St demist a tease
no pets 75.3 6001 hem
message
COUNTRY
awry apt este Oerin ap
manor 'tarnished goalie a
pets
NiOose reciored
436 sac+

1

Public
Sale

IS 16th 7S.1 91621

.1344
tiionrdumi on Diu
giod Central ri A Avoidable
no. 632S rno Corner
IRE 7539091

Mom
ho Salo

ArkC German Sheppard es
c• 111'1 01/1grOund
NWT" Inn 00•041/CIPxi
auded 502 436 2654

436 5725

43

I"

Pea

• tkoposi

••• rote

:SR Emit:basis, Apartment&
owes gin her eraser:re
now $303nio Coleman
144 7%3 ire90

free
Per Ye

IS) ACRES al larione
todareo
MOW romaiiir
limners/ 2-wns•weir
Ids• kayo Call
Ilea
Isrci sio &Piro
wee•eseerve /0401111•011 2seed
Ire dcsaitewols i•or Nous*
7111/ 011131 ar 75301134
'our• carport awed puovo
sward
lak Stow as
epp•settes•et lyni f
Lino=•
4311-6666
Ammo
33 ACRES seabed WM
F OR sae 24 frickover fenced vesture yea.'
cane peer good condi Mum IWO 30, motor,
lon 13 600 '53 60'2 0 Noma Cotoomn Rom Ea
er 7pm
UM MUM

OR 1%....,••••41 spi
1200rwie 0us eapeall
OM *eery 12 1 all Itta
prourds P5.131319

•";••

1"

Fer leas
Or Leese

I•

7 Party
Garage Sale
June 7 1 I
N E to 210 pass Was
Golf Course • 2nd road
n9Pst (WK," Rd-)
2nd house on left (1
mile).
Slip Johnsen Coat rhotscycle table bats
easter I dryer elk
Stara a* cond clothes
reel snail Pea)

G av Rents Property r
nounc•s open.ngs •t
Sherry Lane Acts neer
lAISu These adractve two
bedroom units tease tor
Roel
$440 a we be ,reerty lor
Estate
June move ri Grey s Prot)
eiunig applications 4•A...EY Apresai Service
0411.11
Bob Huey state certified
Ca '50 2CC
Cal 489 2266
VENT LiCsY
Lake Lake
iand Mosey Village lb. kOPPERUD Realty has
buyers *sang to purchase
ai;artrii•nt 6.1t,
It'•S
homes el pnce ranges If
axed rent based ori
aorne 55 a older handicap you are thriving of selling
a *issued Equal Housang contact one of our courteous and professional
o ;portunity
agents at 753 1222 ot slop
• 354 8688
by office at 711 Main St
,br apt 2 ea& in
lAuR
CAL Realty proles
Jcsets aoser then dorms
eery low Assess S225.mo 1 mina* real estate Marta9.
PortiOri $25Gfrio 2orpople merit ardente comer
cam tallow is to handle your
7538767
23.31ii
*1•14 estate headaches) A
MLR CAL Apartments roe cost outing occupancy im
roicong apps
prove-1g mov• 753 4.444
2 ard 3ibe apartments
TAME a look make an olNr
PhOrt• 75,0 4964 Equal
20, iake properly Wilson
Housing Opporkiney
Re;ley 1 2 1 South Call
MLRFLAY Manor Apart
753 5086
-lents noir accepting epos
lor
2tor apart
115
-0
,
ts Açs ,^ Person
LIM
Mon F
'
Pfcle•ftl
4:::c 041944 Di

BEA,_,',F,,L wooded Lai*
• :E
act
rront rot deep yea around
OCAROP
c.ampus Ooser water installed water
ma* Ivir barns to k4SU restricted subdivls,on
' nary low Allows- 2 dour
V'
"59 4410
Peocie $410- rno 3 people
$450 mo 753 2339 or
440
'53 8"6'
Lots
NOW orariabie Its turn
shed at ad ulbboll
awed in rent deposit and
ease required no pets
435 2-55 she. 4prn

For Sale
3 .075 Est V Subdivi
scr $8 50C 7538274
BEAUTiFLL flat lot an
underground city Wises in
audeng pas Last orailabie
lot in Pt(011041 Hesgha
card benind Gatestior
ough $1 3900 7532339

NOW tatting apt:ecotone
b. Sector 8 iow rent P•Oull
tsç
Appiy N perSOr at
So.thsctro Manor 906
elOed St E'tended be
Sam 1 2roon No BY owner large v We kit
phone calls pease EQ44411 in Woo:Vase Subdivision
al coy utilities included Re
0100a.r.g Opcortrunty
'frictions apply Priced
II barn spao• $16900 Call David king
ncuded rpm furnished 1b4 753 8355 Mon
Fri
ut, tAis included
aor
759 9854 nights I
$15.3mo 435 4236 seek
weekerds
days 7530732
SOUTHWEST area 1 ,
VERY specious ?to 2 bell we build"; be each with
duper appliances turn
2001t road ecrtage re
ar
* d hook up central strict•d
$12 500
gas heat $525orno 1 ono 435 4548 after Sprn
0•140141 y4141411 WOW no
pets
753 2905 or
753 7536

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

10 1 1 1'm
2814 I bath house for rent
Nosey clocoraled 'rect.(
heat stove I refrigerator
u r tits hitt! $300 4,10
month deposit no pets
753 2905 or 7537536

•1
4•„16.1‘-:,
46
,

•'
• •
•

,
' • ••

28R 1 bath ceder wing
rewire wilt delsehed 20.24
showery* on 2 acres
West ot lAarey 636 000
362 2465
38R oat.ioe Nano i250
sq ft central Pia vaulted
ceilings great room with
fir•place patio area
$62700 4696075
38R 2 bats duplex double
carport on Southwood Dr
753 7947

3 BR-2 Bath
Excellenl Location
$62,000
753-5561
38R duplex for sale
753-5114
3SA house lor sale en own
753-6356
ATTENTION property N.
rooters Duplex with
$600. monthly income
631 N 4th front unit. 2br
eget fireplace
gee her,
beck tot s nee*? remodeled lb. epl Lot toned
cemmawcial to maw Mune
worth $49 900 753-2339
753-8757 436-2054
AVOID melon; cost 3br 2
belh with true yard a slor
ag• 9mi on 12114
409- 2296
BE the first owner of a 2
story trick home in a prime
oty subregion 48R, 24
baths features Marvin
endows. 171t bye. oohing.
white kitchen columns.
W•pire We and hardwood
loco cultured mortis. hot
Lib deck & more Call
759-2571 435-4013 or
4364040
BY owner berow appraised
view) 2br vinyl siding very
good condition good
neighborhood
Call
753 1352

38A 2 baths central heat I
air no pots 1560 mo
753 S561.
NICE 381 2 bath brick
liaise with 2 cat wgxi
Panorama Shores
$600-rrio plus deposit No
pets 12 mo lease Refer
•nc•s required C•ii
4746430 aka 8pm
360
Fee Rail
Or Leer
CREEKVIEW S.d MOW
warehouses on Center
DM, behind Shoney s
620 $40rwto 7564061
STORAGE trader tor rent
763 MSS

•MI Ca
GOLDW
NG men aserell 2 peers
needs scow owl $710
goo Snap 73.1 7136. Mew
7534014
ie.' &LASTER Wefts
good funs real. NOE
boom arid W.$1.1100
tee 7536919
1102 HANLEY Dieritlion
FaRS low new comer.
lee •rir• dean extra
chrome 2 sone pert lour
rig seat Mabry vandalised
& sable begs $12 SOO
olio 753 0632 days
436 5675 RAD, 7 30pm
1992 YAMANA 750 Virago
mint condition ridden
under 1200 mites bur
gar* with kes of chrome II
w indshield $3 850
753 2041 reghls

FOR Investors 2812 so ft
new duplex. Fall Brook
Sub R•ntal income
al 1004rno Pm* $123 000
492 8516 or 762-7221
FOR sale try owner 2br 1
bath brick in Own. Awe lot,
larbOed yard. storage budding 7530105 or 7S3-6t91
after 5pm
NEW 30 homes priced in
70 s & 00 s 4nafçavaI
aloe wd consider or*
753-3672 after 5pm
NEW affordable homes
2 31or in city Starts at mod
50 s finenorig available.
payments less ten rent
Sidewalks storm sowers
curbs a eh underground
urger 753 4444
RECENTLY remodeled
well butt 3lor 2 bath trice
home in orm. 1600 ICI •
living space
Call
753-41096 67/3 200
•

wagon new wee. 97./U0(
miles $1,900 obo
751411321 talons 5con. she.
5pm 437-4977
1985 HONDA Accord
loaded new ems. semiarid
regularly, 34 mpg, low
maintenance, reliable.
72 XXX miles. has hail
damage. $2.500 Call
7535246 or 753-0639

tAYLOR BUILDING
CORPORATION
of America
sumo ix.
Iwo p,mod.
I.

1909 ESCORT $1 950 oto
753-1522 or 759-4806
1989 PONTIAC Grand Pnx
2dr. automabc with air
grey, wheels sharp
4364294 she. 6pm
1992 THUNDERBIRD
white one owner 40 XXX
frees excellent condition
750-2118 cal after 5pm
1992 TOYOTA Paseo
7591962
1993 MAXIMA GXE
pow CD roe arnim stereo black with gray leather
memo 753 9240

14111n1

A I Tree prolessienra
Stump removal Pee spy
rig serving Murray Cabo
may County since 1900
Free Warners 436 2247
or 492 8737

BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system drso
ways hating 1ouncleScrai
etc 7594584
BACKSIDE Service corn
pier foundations septic
systems R H Heetellt Con
struceon Phone 4924519
pager 762-7221

A and A Lamb s leen mow
rig bght hauling tee vim
none Meek 436252$
ALCOA vinyl Wing a trim
Repiecerrani windows BO
Speed 492 8103

750 ISIS

BONS Plumbing Service
insimireon arid repair.
work guaranteed
753 1134 or 4365832

a

BUSHHOGGINIG Gerciens
plowed disked, driveway&
graded
Milt Jones
437-4030
BUSHHOGGING blade
work, town mowing I wee
ckwitrig 489-2077
CAMCORDER repair
micaowave repay Wood
VCR Service Center
753-0530

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 mayor
manufacturers AM work
and pre warranted Ask DRYWALL. finishing. re
for Andy at The Apr:Sanas pen. additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
Works 753-2455

Dutchmen's
Wash and Detail

615 S. 3rd St. Ext.
Murray, Ky. 42071
Haff block down S. 3rd off east Sycamore

M & M Remodeling
Service
A Prolessional Service
Specializing is Kitckan & Bathrooms
To help yea pies yam New Cliches or Bathroom

Call 753-6869

Vow
1980 FORD Aerostre van
V-6. auto at pis, pi)
cruise, am/fm tape
110 XXX miles, $3,950
436-5610
$00
Used
Touche
1974 CHEVY Cheyenne 1

Pin dual p/s. pit, sic 4
speed 454 new bres
1.3500 firm 759 1655
1978 CHEVY pick-up runs
good $960 753-6709
1905 GIAC good shape,
asking $3.000 obo
759-2324
1987 GMC truck, one
owner good condition,
$6.250 492 8360
1988 RANGER 5sp
$1 975 obo 1089 luau
pick-up. Sap aic. $2.150
obo 1990 F 150 XLT Lerma 4•41 loaded. $8.500
obo
753-1522 or
750-4805
1990 CHEVY Silvered°
1500 AM the extras and
camper Call alter 6pm
753-7960
FOR sale 1988 Chevy
&Nevado. black I gray with
gray interior, loaded
79.XXX miles 527-5294 al
let 5pm

Capers
1974 PROWLER 231t tong
sleeps 7 $4.700 arier Spm
753-8306
32 FOOT Holiday camper
13000 S•1101.111 1119Ultes
only 502-759-4.414
$20
Basle
Mews

SEADOCrS 1993 3 serer
$4995 1993 XP $4775
1994 SP $3975 1919 SP
$2 896 4374723

%nice,
011oted
Al Al A TREE SERVICE
hole* enrrinwig larcIscap
rip mulching a inusch Ate1
me guar creerwre Capon
Wigs* liwboall Odd 1061
14.0 Al househld
Free asOnishis noi
=
n
4314799.
ALL
rip
up
Joe

wound haArip mow
eve sport lune der
deenna out "Mem
4313667

CARPORTS tor cars and
Irises Spree sizes tor
motor roma boas Rvs
end etc Emmert gamer
len high tweet emosieent
rake Roy Hi 730-4864

Same .04101- Brooter
\.
Free &miss
24 Hai Sore
Quaity

Tree Man
Tree Remora
tandscxn;

Yri *an; Tree Service c48174 s'""
Hkce Twin/1g
Lcht Hauer); Et
Owned & Operated By TIM LAMB
Licensed it Insured

502-436-5744 • 1-800-548-5262

STORM DAMAGE??
Exterior Construction and
Repairs - Roofing • Siding
No Job Too Small
40 Years Experience
Free Estimates
Call Maurice
502-354-9537 or 502-362-7685

We have been your custom builder in the
past We are now expanding our business
to better meet your needs In addition 10
custom building, we can now take Care of
your remodeling needs, additions, wind Or
water damage or replace your roofing

Bruce green
Buittfing Contractors, Inc.
FREE Eadswelee: 75341343

CONCRETE REPAIR
Crooke In Driveways
Walkways • Patios • Ganges
Expansion Joints Replaced
Walenvobline
All wati 10 Yea Warranty

1-800-700-9464
Free Estimates
Call Anytime - Local References

17Co
kl
i
MaVert(
157)

Serving Western Ky and West Tenn
irrefirit.simpoe-me
•2
:4
f
7

Ell

11111Imilme
dhow

LAhAB Brothers Tee Sa
Yoe 502 43$ 5744
LAMBS Tree levee re*
inrywnwie
removal nut
re ON 43142269 Pei

LAWN owe mowing len
CARROLL$ Custom gar
nine 4312525
den Ong grader Made
work bush happen Mu LAWNS
mowed
tree
(502)7303133
•Ill ,411 •141 s
502 492 8622
LAWNS mowed a Innweed
CHIN Chia Chimney senior oaten discount free
Sweeps has 10% senor estimates 437 4726
cozen discounts We sell
avowal caps arid screens LEWIS Extenor Cleaning
houies mobile homes.
4364191
brick
irony, buddines,
COUNTERTOPS cusire R V 1. salevralks tree sal'
Homes eskers offices ms (502)7536490
Wars Recovery Murray
LICENSED Sot electric and
4365390
era 753-7203
CUNNINGHAM'S Hasa%
arid Cooling Samos Com- MULCH delivered Morey
plete installation and ter area 436-5660
vice
Call Gary at MULCH delivered Murray
739,4754
area 436-5560
CUSTOM bulklozing and
backhos work septic sys
terns 354 8161 after Ipm
Horace Sholar

PAINTING int ext all
type* of home repair free
estimates Cali anytime
436 5032

CUSTOM tilling a 114111111
bush hogging 489 2995

PAINTING interior titer
sor affordabe competitive
costs free estimates Cal
DAVID S cleaning ser901 -247-3902
vices We clean vinyl. brick,
drive ways sidewalks mo- PAINTING 6 decorating,
bile homes. R V 759-4734 20yrs experience, I do good
GERALD WALTERS is work Angela Montgomery
437-4706
back Vinyl song, painting
decks, additions. roofing. PLUMBING repairman with
20yrs experience, free esti- same day service Call
mates 753-2592
436 5255
KITCHEN CABINET RE- ROCKY Colson home reFACING Make your old pair plumbing roofing sid
new again with Formica Al ing 11 additions All type
colors, free estimates home & mobile home reWulff's Recovery. Murray, pair Free estimates
KY 436-5560
474 2307

Free Prdts* and Delivery Kirin City Limas

for trot quote or commitlag.

Ganie•

Model Available: 502•554-3267
Or 24 Hr/Day Call 1100-589-3802

BACKHOE SERVICE
BFIENT ALLEN septic we
nmalmon wpm wisp,

Call (502) 759-1820

1982 HARRIS Flow boa
pontoon. 29 long 70hp
Ennrude motor with ties
drive on trailer
502 354 6254

ter. Oben.. A
1011%
Meary-Sedi
Causer.
4.10 Fee Dough

436-2654
Fre* Est'nate

1988 UNCOLN Town car.
condition
good
502-492-8358

›

1555 sy ft. BRICK home Three bedrooms, 2 full baths, 2/1* great room,eat-In
kitchen, large master suite. vaulted ceding,fireplace.central heat & air and many
more amenities. Custom built on crawl
space Garage. basement and other options available

APPLMUOCE SERVICE
Illealearre Weisanehowee
Wheyor 30- .we Si
BOBBY
p•ri•ric•
HOPPER 436544$

We hand wash & wax plus complete
clean-up on auto's, trucks and vans

AYLOR BUILDS ON YOUR LOT
• NO DOWN PAYMENT -

'55,900 is your ticket to an unbelievable

C.apel & Uphoilloy
Cawing
0464.... co......00
1400-9362654

1985 PEOGEOT 506 STI,
runs good
$1,000
753-6709

$10

1903 HONDA 650 Night
hawk riscisilent cxxvdition
$1 760 oto 759 1274 after
6den

IMITIOUE reaswilwei ho
rearm repay & ciiistore
sasolleashirie 7536086

ALL carpentry ISyrs exp
foundeeons slobs. Wee
sits &hewers bublings
1971 CHEVY Limits 4dr. rerhodebnp replies AGC
73 XXX aceJal mews runs cerified 4892214
fire $500 obo 7591900
AU. phases of Pm aro
OW 5pm
maintenance inckscling ler
19116 VOLKSWAGEN Golf. IuizaDon pestrodabon
Sap sunroof good cordi- storm damage repair by
te:In $1250 7593003
The Professional John
1916 CHEVROLET salon lover Call 4365334

Mellaleyeles
1901 GL 500 Silverwing
new few bre new winds
Nerd road ready $1295
7530331

I = II = II

LmgL

Vaal
Caw

FARM house I aatiaga
reduced/ is acres 2 or
3brs 753-2171

2BR no appliances no
pets $275mo deposit?,
Alter Sprn
753 0160

4 •1'.
•'
VIS#
• •

1622 KIRKWOOD Drive
3br home wifh targ•
Molten LR areal hi•
looted arc storage car
part Morse@ shed err
%eh/landscaped with ergs
backyard 7%1673

WEN

Ili

Ell

genies*
Cared

RE lieDDE UNG aidavant* tepees Cal us load
your construction midi
Service Pro 756 1774
ROOFING and tiMillos
repro suienor ON 25yrs
orpenarce 10% discount
senior miens 474 0107
SEAMLESS gutters in
resideneal or room
rneroel Servel Gutter Co
7536433
SUREWAY Tree I Stump
Removal Insured err SA
at equipment Free es
timates Day or night
7535484
THE Gutter Co Seamless
wunwium guars variety
at colors Licensed in
awed Erma* available
7564690
TODD Roofing tree est
mates Call 492 8657 day
Or night
VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center. clearingservicing $15, most repairs
$35 Free estimates Route
1. Mmo Open 9-12 1 5
Mon -Fn, 753 0530
WANTED yanis to mow
753-13908
WILL mow lawns for rea
Call
sonable rates
753-7940 leave message
WINDOW & door repay &
replacement 759-1799

Your Ad
Could
Be Here!

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,JUNE 7. 1995
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE:
Give career advancement top priorit'. Valuable perks can be acquired.
In September. name your price:
eager clients or customers will pay
it. Fall is an excellent time to change
your lifestyle. Count on a business
partnership's becoming more profitable early in 1996. Next spring will
bring well-earned public recognition. Love interests dominate in
March and April. A permanent
alliance seems highly desirable.
CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DATE: actress Jessica
Tandy, painter Paul Gauguin. Grateful Dead drummer Bill Kreutzmann,
poet Nikki Giovanni.
ARIES (March 21 -April 19):
Take advantage of hidden influences
to advance a pet project. A subtle
approach makes you popular with
an attractive member of the opposite
sex. A much-sought-after invitation
arrives at the last minute.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20):
Something wonderful'could fall into
your lap nOw. Professional counseling is worth the cost if thinking
about changing careers. Your mate
or partner is unusually supportive.
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Pay
more attention to your obligations. A
loved one will become upset if you
neglect certain duties. Any business
deals involving jointly. owned funds
should be thoroughly discussed.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Be
generous to all who appeal to you
for help. Professional advice could
he more expensive than you expect.
Greater diplomacy will help you
avert family.. confrontations. Expect
romance to involve some risks.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Creative
enterprises and close ties enjoy favorable influences. Travel could be part
of your weekend plans. along with an
entertaining stx:ial event. Take the
initiative if seeking a new job. ".
IRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): A

work associate or employee could
hold the key to increased income.
Your mate's finances should
improve soon. Practical, organized
efforts begin to pay off. Give credit
where it is due.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Influential allies may help you attain a
more comfortable way of life. New
,beginnings are favored. Concentrate
on improving communication
between partners. It is time to forgive
and never again mention the subject.
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Cooperative ventures enjoy outstanding influences. Sign important
*papers after reading the fine print. A
new friend encourages you to show
more initiative. Collaborate with
people who share your vision of the
future. Profits soar!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21): As your financial position
improves, you can spend more
money on recreation and entertainment. Put an original idea into
action. An unusual encounter or
hard-to-swallow coincidence has
you on guard. Show caution.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
Try' a different approach for conveying unusual ideas to those in positions of influence. Your powers of
persuasion are at an all-time high.
Home life beckons when romance
again enters the picture. Be affectionate.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 1K):
Today and tomorrow feature important choices. Turn to those who
know you best if you want advice.
An element of disappointment or
confusion could complicate career
efforts. Hang in there. Show respect
for authority figures.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
Resume your march to fame and
fortune by investing your energy in
major ventures. The ball is in your
court. Do not cry foul if the going
gets rough. Never underestimate
your communication skills.

'I()DAY'S CHILDREN are quick to adapt to changing circumstances.
Independent and flexible, they pride themselves on making the best of
things. An early fascination with gadgetry could lead to a career in engineering many years later. Determined but subtle. these Gemini often attain their
goals in a roundabout way. They know the value of an indirect approach and
are careful not to overplay their hand. Count on them to he quietly persistent
in romance.

rar

1414
to announce that Susan
Herndon, bride-elect
of Kary McCord, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Susan and Kay
will be married June
10, 1995.
We are pleased

We are pleased to
announce that Keila
Edwards, bride-elect
ofPaul Housden, has
made her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Keila and Paul will
be married August 5,
1995.
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THE DA95 OF SKIMPY Stutra-1
SEE? STYLES ARE MORE
A5 401) LOUNGE BY THE
WEAR ARE &Ora, AND WITH
SOPHISTICATED ..CUTS ARE
POOL THIS SUMMER, 40U'LL 8E
THEM. WE 810 A HAPPY
MORE MODEST.., EVEN THE
THE PICTURE OF GLAMOUR AND
FAREWELL TO ruSECURIT4
COLORS ARE MORE DEMURE,.
ELEGANCE... JUST MAKE
AND SELF- CONSCAOUSNESS! I
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By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, June 6. the 157th day of 1995 There are 208
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On June 6, 1944, the D-Day invasion of Europe took place during
World War 11 as Allied forces stormed the beaches of Normandy,
France.
On this date:
In 1844. the Young Men's Chnsuan Association was founded in
London.
In 1918. the World War I Battle of Belkau Wood. which resulted in
a U.S. victory over the Germans. began in France.
In 1925. Walter Perry Chrysler founded the Chrysler Corporation.
In 1933, the first drive-in movie theater opened, in Camden. NJ.
In 1934, the Securities and Exchange Commission was established.
In 1942. Japanese forces retreated in the World War II Batik of
Midway.
In 1966, black activist James Meredith was shot and wounded as he
walked along a Mississippi highway to encourage black voter
registration.
In 1968. Sen. Robert F. Kennedy died at Good Samaritan Hospital
in Los Angeles. a day after he was shot by Saturn Bishara Sirhan.
In 1977, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled states could not impose an
automatic death sentence for defendants convicted of murdering a
police officer.
In 1978. California voters overwhelmingly approved Proposition 13.
a primary ballot initiative calling for major cuts in property taxes.
In 1982, Israeli forces invaded Lebanon to drive Palestine Liberation Organization fighters out of the country. The Israelis withdrew in
June 1985.
In 1984, government forces in India stormed the Golden Temple in
Amritsar in an effort to crush iSikh extremists. At least 1.000 Sikhs
and 200 soldiers were killed.
Ten years ago: Authorities in Brazil exhumed a body later identified
as the remains of Dr. Josef Mengele, the notorious "Angel of Death"
of the Nazi Holocaust.
Five years ago: A federal judge in Fort'Lauderdale. Fla., declared
the 2 Live Crew album "As Nasty As They Wanna Be" to be
obscene. (The decision was liter overturned on appeal.)
One year ago: President Clinton joined leaders from America's
World War II allies to mark the 50th anniversary of the D-Day invasion of Normandy. A Chinese passenger jet crashed, killing all 160
people on board.
Today's Birthdays: Former California Gov. George Deukmejian is
67. Actress Billie Whitclaw is 63. Civil rights activist Roy Innis is 61.
Singer-songwriter Gary "U.S." Bonds is 56. Playwnght-actor Harvey
Fierstein is 41. Tennis player Bjorn Borg is 39.
Thought for Today: "America is a land where a citizen will cross
the ocean to fight for democracy - and won't cross the street to vote
in a national election." - Bill Vaughan. Amencan journalist
(1915-1977).
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ImPeT111Rires fOr 1975 sossor class
include Noma Causty, Bob Hargrove. Vicky Busserworth, Anita
Chaney. David Thorne, Mary
Beth Hays. Dale Mathis. Algae
Paschall. Kenny Overbey, Cilia
Shelton. Mark Miller. Diane
Jim Davis. ‘'alene Crabtree. Tons MOrritgomery. Jerry
White. Margaret Greer. Jimmy
Blotters. Janet Usres Arnold.
Stese McClinton, Karen Burkeen, Cal'. in Gibson, Pam
Rotirtson, Joe Futrell and Sandra
Duncan
Births reported ink lude a girl to
Mr and Mrs Ras mond Gilbert
Bandana, May 28
Thirty years ago
The Captain Wendell Our)
Chapter of Daughters of American Revolution unseikd a new
tombstone for Peter K aieefield at
Goshen ('emetery on May 30. He
was a Resolutsonars War soldier
of 6th Virginia Regiment under
Col Clough Anderson
Mrs C C Lowry of Murray
Woman's Club was elected as
first vice president of Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs at
its meeting at Brown Hotel.
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Tem years ago
Fire destrosed the Muria!
Eagles Club building on Highway
morning
121 North in an cal
fire on June s
Shenk Lea Hines of Moony
was crowned as Put% hate DIstrict
Fair Queen at ceremonies held at
Maylseld
Glenda Wilson and Lynda
Cooper are pictured at the Region
8 Doll Conferenke held at Gatlin
burg. Tenn
Mr. and Mrs Elwood Lents
who were married 50 years on
March 4 will tsc hontwed at a
reception June V
Julie Gargus, daughter of Mr
and Mrs Sherrill Caritas.
received a SS4a) Frances Brown
Scholarship at Murray State
Unisetsity.
Twenty years ago
Construction will begin this
week on the new office building
of Calloway County Board of
Education on College Farm Road
The board gave approval for the
construction at as meeting on
June 2. according to Supt. Wilham B. Miller.'
Calloway County High School

BLONDIE

I repair 8
10-1798.
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LOOKING BACK

DR. Gorr

any affliction iwerkng attention you
might aisk to try rise or too eon per
scnption products Gas X or Beano
!hat will reduce astestnal gas tur
!ration Although your problem m.%
not be correctable it .5 certain:y
treatable
To gise you more information on
one possible cause of •our flatulence
I am sending you a free copy of my
Health Report Irritable Boise.
Syndrome Other readers oho soukf
like a cops should sends: plus a long
sell addressed stamped enselope to
P0 Box 2433 Nea York. NY 10163
Be sure to mention the title
DEAR DR (OTT I receise reflex
ology therapy regularly and lind it
most satisfying And helpful to my *ell
being I d be %ery interested to knoss
%shy you find it dangerous to one
health Be specific
DEAR READER Rellexoloto is the
practice of treating some disorders.
including arthritis and heart disease.
by massaging the soles of the feet
While the sensations may be pleasur
able, there is no scientific evidence
ahatsoever that reflexology has any
effect on health or disease In fact. it
is considered by authonties to border

DEAR DR GOTT I m 111 and in
good health escept for flatulence This
is ser• embarrassing Can m•
tion be corrected'
DE 4R HEWER Flataience is a
common problem usually due to diet
carbonated beserages and legumes
tor example, Or from e•CtssiVe sisal
loam& of air .shen people rush their
meals Intestinal gas can also be
caused by irntable Damsel syndrome
various intestinal disorders isuch as
colitis, and an allergy to milk sugar
ilactose intolerance. The normal
aging process can lead to excesso e
gas as boael function becomes less
efficient
First off. you should ask your fund)
physician about your gas problem If
you hese noted a recent aorsening of
your symptoms you %sill need an
examin.tion and possibly blood tests
and X rays to rule out the conditions I
mentioned In addition. your doctor
can advise you about dietary changes
that could help you
If your gas accumulation is merely
normal for you and does not reflect
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-Resnais! the For
will be
shown at Kerslake Amphitheatre
this summer. according to ken
tu.lo Parks Commissioner
Robert I) Bell
Recent births at Murray liospi
Lit iris bask a gul to Mr and Mrs
Wade Knott and a sal to Mr and
Mrs Mortal.' Makin:A
Forty years ago
Lases Rhodes, Robert 1 oung.
Ronald MkCage, Tommy
Mkt'uiston and Jimmy Muni%
son 4 H members, and isssox tate
C'citanty Agent I mil Bless will
attend 4.11 Club %cck at 1 esing
ton, June'11
Hiram lu.ker Holmes I Ills
and Ray Brovinfield of Murray
Rotary Club attended the golden
anniversary .iinsention of ROLUN
lifirtlernat1011.11 held at Chitago.
Ill
Vs 13 Moser tel kluna• and his
son. Sgt Bob Moser and family
of Lexington. hasc lett lot a s
ation in P•1csico
Recent birth% reported at Mut
ray Hospital inklude a girl to Mr
and Mrs Woodrow Burkhart. a
boy to Mr and Mrs Brook% liar
rts. and a boy its Joe Bilicr I title
ton and Mars Jane I it t. in

DEAR ABBY
I 44111131,1•Int11114:ti
the letter from 'A t;ncsing 11.iugh
ter Bethel l'Ark l'a is to' tirgcd
- 1 111%1
the viiirld to learn t..
Ms mm."Ken oho (heti of AllPs
this pant Nmember had •/...ti.ti,1
ftll twItallott Fir helped his older
1,31111.t
brother. :reg.' oho is,,'.
t1)..•4 %.,
r• coregi‘yr t..
(141IN . 1;3114 •411td to his .1%ino
brother, 'It s hard for ow ta sa•
words, but •ou know I 111%11.
don't sou" Keri replied - It th. words are hard. Just •a• .4,4114.1hilay,
eble
like TTINVIH• green pigs
and Ill know what You mean Every day After that. 4 :reg would
say 'green pigs arid his brother
would giggle
After a %stole I'ireg said
know. Ken, I think it s easier t, Just
say, I Inse 1•1,11 than to sits given
pigs Ken's response
"(if ci,or•be
As he faced death .0 the age ..1
34. Ken had learned it ‘411W1111..
tam and passed it un to his boa her
It's not important Iii. sou
it's Just important that
love You
you so'.
KEN'S NI(IM. lii)NIEV• I MIII II I
DEAR MOM:1 offer my deepest sympathy for the untimely
loss of your very wise son. 'Elu•
leswon he taught his brother is
one we should all take to heart
and put into action.
• • •

DEAH ABM' NI'. daughter.
'Mary Ellen." is rot. and nght
she has one' in the thighs 111%4' Shr.
mad at because 1 scolded her for
buying a leather miniskirt
Now she tlinlitt^ miii •settniti; tivt
hair in a ponytail I feel there is a
time and a place for pon•tails .
or
like swiniming. dicing %aril is
cleaning the house When \lays
looked
Ellen is its it little girl
adorable with a polls tail I io•t
mentioned that slit looks prettier
wranng her hair dov.ri sir up in it
mon. dignified manner
'The other day.. she sent one a po
.iire of a resnal event. arid 11111. u.f thc
ladies had a pfinstall Well I 1.4-I
she was not as well groomed A% the'
OthPr ladies
flow do you feel almost this' I'll
back down and apologite if nei
•Jir•. hut am I Wenflg. malls'
ALWAYS A Mt ITIIER
DEAR ALWAYS A 5111THER:
Neither your taste nor hers is
''wrong.' What is wming in your
meddling, which comes serous
as criticism.
Since your daughter has
palmed the half-century mark.
We time to let her make her own
decisions about what is hecom•
appropriate and fashionable. And if she has the Rgure ice
wear a leather miniskirt. ms
hat is off to her.
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DEAR ABBY I post read the let
ter signed -NiAhing in the I hen ill
Colorado'The •ame thing hap
proved till me, arid I can tell her how
to put such people in their place
This stranger walked up tri Mc in
27 deals
hpurse
Recycie
er
abby ) the supermarket and asked me if I
was pregnant I said "yes" and kept
28 Cudgel
right on walking (If course. I %rums!
29_
31 posocirefor,
.„„.
I wan just fat'
nt
turned around and caught
33
up with me and asked. When is the
baby due" I said without stopping.
"aca*
SialuS1Thei• S-0)
"Nine months from tonight"'
37 Prohibits
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TA*
buslews•lood. olDedblressed •••••Isys.
plus 'boob et •••••sy order for UM
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Mrs. Tennie A. Palmer

Mrs. Alta Youngblood

Mn Teatime A Palma. 73. Metropolis. 111. died Sunday. Jaw 4.
1995. at 721 p
at Massa( Meniorial liospetal. Metropolis
A mired cafeteria water for Massie Comity School District No I.
she was a inertia:ler of Si Paal AME Church where she served oa the
tither baud
She was the daughter of the laic Maance Palmer and Mary Chandler Palmer One sister and one heather also preceded her in death
Sur.ivixs Include one daughter. Mrs Mary Kolak. Metropolis. two
sons. Rikliard Dillard, East Orange. NJ. and Howard Palmer. Paducah. one brother. Henry Palmer. Harvey. III . 10 grandchildren. two
great grandclakken
The funeral will be Thursday at II am at Si Paul AME Church
The Rev Sharon K Day will offkiate
Burial will follow M MulTlly City Cemetery. Murray
Friends may call from 6 to K p m Wednesday at Jackson Funeral
Home. Meuopolis. and after 10 a m Thursday at the church
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Si Paul AME Church
building fund

Mn. Alta Youngblood 90, Ferndale. Mich.. formerly of Calloway
Camay. died Friday. Jame 2. 1995. at Providence Hospital. Southfield,
Msca.
She was employed by Ford MOW( Company from 1941 to 1946, and
was owner/operator of Dipsey- Doodle Restaurant. Ferndale. from
194S to 1977.
Her husband. Garland Young. to whom she was married on Feb. 4.
1922. at Smith Fulton, Tenn., died in 1964. Also preceding her an
death were one daughter. Peggy J. Keller. 1993, and one son. Clarence
131 Youngblood. 1980.
Born Jan. 13. 1905. at Farmington. she was the daughter of the late
Clarence Carl Kemp and Eula Elizabeth Adams Kemp.
Sarv'von include one daughter. Mrs. Ire via D. Weaver and husband. Harold. Ferndale. two sos, Marvin L. Youngblood and wife,
Sue, and Perry J. Youngblood and wife, Mary Jane, all of Southfield,.
Mich.; nine grandchildren: 20 great-grandchildren; 11 great-greatgrandchildren.
The funeral will be Wednesday at II a.m. in the chapel of Spaulding & Curtin Funeral Home. Ferndale. Mich. Burial will follow in
Roseland Park Cemetery there.
Friends may call at the funeral home.
Expeessions of sympathy may he made to a choice of the donor.

Gradie Stubblefield
acrylics for Grailse Stubblefield will be Wednesday at 2 pm.in the
ihapel of Blaki.k•('okrnan Funeral Home Bunal will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens
Friends may call at the funeral home after 6 p m tonight (Tuesday )
Mr Stubbkfield. 83. Rt 2. Harel, died Monday. June 5. 1995. at
g 23 a m at Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
A retired farmer, he was a member of New Concord Church of
Chnst BOM Feb 23. 1912. in Catawba) County. he was the son of the
Late James Woodson Stubbkfield and Ada Lawson Stubblefield. Also
preieding him in death were one sister, Mrs Vernon Coleman. and
dirty brothers. Ewen. Charlie. and ‘3% ilium Ralph Stubblefield.
Survivors include his wife. Mrs Frances Lassiter Stubblefield; two
daughters. Mrs. Jane Potts and husband. Jamie. Kirksty, and Mrs.
Cheryl Satterwhite and husband. Bobby. Hazel. three sons. Warren
Stubblefield and wife. Virginia. Tucson. Ariz , Glen Stubblefield and
wife. Brenda. Nev. Concord. and Eddie Bruce Stubblefield and wife.
Carolyn. Hazel: three sisters, Mrs Mary Hamlin. Murray, Mrs Fannie
Sumner. New Concord. and Mrs Virginia Smith. Valdosta. Ga.; 15
grail& hadren. nine great-grandchildren. two stcpgreat-grandchildren.

Walter Schroader
Graveside services for Walter Schroader will be today at 2 p.m. at
Temple Hill Cemetery Billy Mahan and Richard Nesbitt will
officiate
Pallbearers will he Dan Parker, Mike Morgan, Elmo Thornton.
Keith Fain. Larry McClain and Pearly McClure. Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home is in charge of arrangements.
Mr Sihniaikr. 59, Olive Street, Murray, died Sunday. June 4,
pm at Murray -Calloway County Hospital.
19,45. at
A Nick mason, he was employed by Dan Parker Masonary, and was
an Air Force veteran Born Aug 25, 1935, in Calloway County, he
was the son of Stanford Schroader and the late Neva Lou Coursey
Schroader
Survivors include his wife, Mrs Annette Parker Schroader. two
sons. Jeff Schroader, Rt. 5. Murray. and Brad Schroader and friend
Knott. Rt 2. Murray; his father and stepmother. Stanford and Laura
Schroaaer. and half brother. Wade Schroader. Rt. 1. Dexter; one
grandchild. Dustin Schroader and his mother. Tina Schroader, Rt. 5.
Murray

Mrs. Frances Jetton
The funeral for Mrs. Frances Jet1041 was Monday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Byrn Funeral Home. Mayfield. The Rev. Ray Provov.
officiated.
Pallbearers were Jim P. Wood III, James Wood, Johnny Kough,
Malcolm Jeuon and Roy E. Jetton. Entombment was in Highland Park
Mausoleum, Mayfield.
Mrs Jetton, 87. Rt. I. Farmington, died Saturday. June 3. 1995, at
Heritage Manor. Mayfield.
A retired school teacher in Tennessee, she was a member of Sedalia
Baptist Church. Her husband. Ernest Jetton. two stepsons. Bobby G.
Jetties and Harold Jetton, one sister, Laverne Rice, and one brother,
Casty Griffin, preceded her in death. Born Feb. 9, 1908, an Tennessee,
she was the daughter of the late Wiley A. Gnffin and Molly Jones
Griffin.
Survivors incude one son. Andy Jetton. Rt. I. Farmington; seven
grandchildren, four great-grandchildren.

Everett Bucy
Funeral rites for Everett Bucy were today at II a.m. at Apostolic
Faith Pentecostal Church. St. Louis, Mo. Bunal was in Jefferson Barracks N1110C121 Cemetery. Si.. Louis.
Boone Funeral Home, Evansville, Ind., was in charge of
arrangements
Mr Bucy. "70. formerly of Calloway County, died Friday. June 2,
1495. at his home in Evansville, Ind. Born June 25, 1924. in Henry
County. Tenn. he was the son of the late Oren Smith Bucy and Pearl
Bucy
Survivors include his wife, Mrs. Mary Lucille Simmons; four
daughters, Mrs. Mary McKenzie. Mrs. Linda Caldwell. Mrs. Dorothy
Cossey. and Mrs Rita Streid. all of St. Louis. Mo.; one son. James E.
Bus. Paola. 111 one sister. Mrs. Elms Robertson. Puryear, Tenn.; 15
grandihildren. three great-grandchildren.

MSU summer orientation
sessions are announced
Murray State University will host
three Summer Orientation sessions
for newly admitted freshmen on
June 10-11,June 20-21. and July 89.
Paul Radke. director of School
Relations at Murray State, points
out that Summer Orientation provides much more than pre-scheduling for fall semester classes. Summer "0" eases the transition to
college by opening the door to many
opportunities including meeting
other new students, learning about
campus activities and organizations, arid meeting informally with
Murray State students. faculty and
administrators.
A staff of 30 Murray State students, thoroughly trained as counselors, will lead discussions on campus life. "Summer Orientation is the
first step in introducing Murray
State University to the students,"
Radice said. "It makes the students
feel comfortable and explains what
will be expected of them. Its a good
bridge between leaving high school
and starting college."
In addition. Radke said students
can gain first-hand knowledge of
campus facilities, learn the name of
their roommate and receive their
room assignment, as well as get a
Racer I.D. card.
Early Bird Registration was held
April 8 to allow newly admitted
freshmen an opportunity to pre-

schedule for their fall semester
classes; however, these students are
still encouraged to aucnd Summer
"0." Students may still meet with an
academic adviser and pre-schedule
for fall semester classes during the
Summer "0" session,
During Summer "0", pre-scheduling takes place during the morning of the second day. Students who
participated in Early Bird Registration, wishing to attend only the first
day of Summer "0", will be charged
a reduced rate of only $30 per
student and $15 per parent or guest.
These students, however, are still
welcome to attend the complete
Summer "0" program and speak to
an academic adviser and receive
their Racer I.D. card during the
morning of the second day. If a
student attends the entire Summer
"0" program the cost will be $40 per
student and S20 per parent or guest.
Parenes arc encouraged to attend
Summer Orientation. Students and
their parents will be housed in two
of the university's student residence
halls, and will eat meals in the
campus cafeteria.
Radke urges students to apply as
soon as possible because the sessions are filled on a first-come,
first-served basis.
For more information,contact the
office of School Relations at Murray State at (502) 762-2896, or
phone 1-800-272-4MSU.

Kwan-Hwa Yang (right)al Taiwan pours a wit drink for his young American
Mend, Derek Shaffer cA Calloway Middle School, during Fled Day activities
on Aprl 22 at lie Murray City Part.
Photo by Daniel T. Parker

Photo exhibit celebrates
international friendships
A photo exhibit celebrating
friendships formed by local elementary and middle school students
with international college students
will open in the Curris Center An
Gallery at Murray State University
on Thursday, June 8.
Funded by a matching grant from
NAFSA: Association of International Educators, the "Writing and
Sharing Across Cultures" program
linked students from Calloway Middle, Murray Middle and Robertson
Elementary with international students attending Murray State University's English Language Institute
(ELI).
Through pen-pal letters,fairy tale
collections and a "Field Day" afternoon of food and fun, the "Writing
and Sharing Across Cultures" program helped build international
awareness, cultural interest and
tolerance in the local students, while
allowing the international students
to practice their English language
skills and experience local and
American culture first-hand.
Differences in language, culture
and age proved to be no barriers
toward friendship for the program's
participants, and the photo exhibit
helps chronicle some of the activities, from the first meetings to the
field day games.
In addition to the local and ELI
students, participants in the "Writing and Sharing Across Cultures"
program included the following in-
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Dear Editor
Summer vacation offers teachers a time to rest and reflect. In looking
back at our last school year we can take pride in our students' discoveries,
our growth as a teaching faculty and the successes of many new ideas. One
new project this past year was to emphasize the importance ofcaring for our
environment through recycling. The children at Murray Elementary
School by bringing aluminum cans to school one day each month, were
able to earn enough money to improve their outdoor playground and begin
work on a garden area, which will eventually provide a setting for various
science and art activities.
Besides our appreciation to families and community members who
helped recycle the cans, we wish to express our deep thanks to David Taylor
at Taylor Bus Sales who faithfully provided the giant truck needed to haul
away the cans and to Johnny Blanton, who cheerfully loaded the bags with
us regardless of the time or weather!
We look forward to the continued involvement of community in our
school system and praise those who realize that our children's educational
success depends on all of us.
Cathy Elias
Tonda Thomas
Chairpersons for Project CAN-CAN
Murray Elementary School
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We are pleased to
announce that Allison
Kamber, bride-elect of
Greg Sloan, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Allison and Greg
will be married July 1,
1995.
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We are pleased to
announce
that
Bethany Thompson,
bride -elect of Matt
Spencer, has made
her domestic and
household selections
through our bridal
registry.
Bethany and Matt
will be married July
22, 1995.
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Letter of Appreciation

structors: Tammy Armstrong of
Calloway Middle; Holly Bloodworth, Lea Pinkston and Carla Rexroat of Robertson; Sheila Henry of
Murray Middle; and Lou Giles,
Daniel T. Parker and Kathy Thornton of the English Language Institute.
Photographers whose works are
displayed include Peggy Adams.
Parker and Thornton. The photo
exhibit was organized by Beverly
Brown, William Cartwright, Katye
Olson and Parker, and the project
coordinator for the "Writing and
Sharing Across Cultures" program
was Monika Gibson.
The public is invited to the
official opening of the exhibit at
3:30 p.m. Thursday at the Curris
Center Art Gallery, with a small
reception immediately following in
the Tree Lounge. Photos will be on
display throughout June.

Five speed friction
power transfer
Wide choice of
single or twin
blade decks

Has a tight turning radius and is
one of the most maneuverable
mowers available
Your dealer can help you match
the horsepower you'll need to the
size of your mowing job
Allows true on-the-go shifting
without clutching or stopping
rrom 25" to 42 -Choose from our
,Liperior bagging HaVacs or
smooth cutting standard models

_

•'949"
MODEL 260610
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••••••••
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